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with Cr(II) and sc.aFatcd e ac ion solut.i by ion-ex~ chroma-
t ography . 'The ~ ac io .. of Cr(li) wi h (HtJ)~ li2 2 was h n stud1 . 
Analytical data ;::e~ced t a ~ actio."l ha the follo: lng s oich1 . ry: 
W + 2Cr+2 + (H20)sCrCHI/
2 2{H;P)S:r+3 + CHf>)cfr 2 + (HtJ)f t2r+2 
'1he initial ra e of c reac 1on \·las fall r1zmtr1cally by roonitoring 
Cr(II ) and was f ound o be 1 de. nde:l of [H ] in h~ of 0 . 1 o 1.0!..!.> •.dth 
1. 01..:_ ionic stre cth . The c ion of (H{J) 5c. rU2 by Cr(II) obeyed he 
second-order rate Jmi : -d[Cr(II)] +2 
1/2 dt a k [Cr(II)][(H20)5c 2 ] . At 15 .00C , 
k = 5.0Br.f'1sec- 1 and is descrlbcd by the activatioo pararreters , ~ • 6.5 
kcal/m::>le and s = -32 e . u . 
'lhe further ~ uctic o f (H.J>)c,CrCH~+2 by Cr(II) was also studied and 
tJ:le !'ollc:Ming stoichia:et:y was Cict~nn.tned : 
2cr+2 + (H2o)Jc~I2r+2 + 2H+ = 2(H2o>ecr+3 + a14 + CH20>frr+2. 
The rate of' he 1 acyio ~1as also fol ed y r.xmi oring Cr(II) ti r~ ~ically 
and ;as found t o e _ dere. d ·r:y of[. ] . • e c ic:1 of (H;P)sCrC:12I Y 
Cr(II) abe· ed · .e cc~d rd r e !.a> : 
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rmmoocrroo 
Transition metal ions , in lCM oxidation states , have gained 
increasing use as versatile reducing agents for a nurrber of organic 
cornpot.mds (16 , 22 , 18 ,19) . 'Ihe ability of metal ions to act as re-
ducing agents in organic reactions is .fl:'equently thought to be due to 
the formation of internediates which contain an organic species bond 
to a metal, although the identity of these organometallic intermediates 
has been determined in relatively few cases . 
Chromium(II) salts have been used for a variety of reductions 
in orga.I'lic chemistry (16). For exanple, alkyl halides and suitably 
substituted olefins have been reduced to alkanes , an alkynes have 
been converted to tra.ns-oelfins . Several epoxy ketones have been 
reduced to a , B-unsatura.ted ketones or B- hydroxyketones . Only very 
few definitive rnechan stic studies have been made on these reduction 
reactions. The present study deals with the mechanism of the reduction 
of iodoform to methane by chromium(II) . 
Anet and Lebanc ( 6) \vere the first workers to isolate a stable 
chromiwn intermediate containing a ca.rbon-chi'OIT'ium sig;na bond. They 
e tigat d he reaction of eP.zyl halides · th aqueo chromiwn(II) 
perchlora c in pe ·l lorlc ac d , and were able to establ sh the exist-
nee of enz lchromiu;n(III) co:rplex, pentaaq o enzylchro um(III) 
:Lon . In a further study , Anet 6 ) investigated the reduction of 
chloroform by chro ri.t.nn(II) erchlorate in aqueous solut on and was 
able to c; arate and identify another organochranium intermediate , 
_n aaquodlcl!lo t.ylchro urn(UI) ion . 
1 
Kochi an Duchancm (22 ) :-eporte that homogc eous olut on.., 
of benzy 1 chloride and cl •.1rn( II) y lcld a mixture or ·oluene 
bi ben· .yl , although benzyl brot. i<.l m1 nly oluene 
if the r act ons wer~ con ucte ln he pre nee of a sllght exce.., 
of chromium{II) . A reac on me at sm was ot propo•·p . 
ln an inve t gation by Castro Kray (13) the ..,to ch orretr c· 
of the t~act ons of polyhalor~thaLe with exc ·o:. chrcm um(II) we . 
prescnte . Th final organ c prociuct for he. e rea tlons N r 
port to be 1112thane and the following general mechGni m was propo 
for the reduct o of haloform: 
CHX3 + Cr(II) :>t · CHX + crx+
2 
2 
·~ + Cr(II ) > :CHX + crx+
2 
H+ + :CHX + Cr(II) .. >- · CH2X + 
Cr+3 
·CH X 2 + Cr(II) >- :CH2 + ~r 
x+2 
H+ + :CH2 + Cr(II ) ,... CH 
3 
+ Cr+3 
H+ + ·CH 
3 
+ Cr(II) ~ .. CH 
~ 
+ Cr+J 
The mechanism suggests that the re ction proceeds by a series of 
electron transfers bet\·1een chromium( II) , haloroothyl radicals , and 
carbene species . 
Dodd and Johnson (16) reporte that either dihalomethylchromium(III) 
or m::mohalOJrethylchromium(III) is produced by the reduct on of halo-
forms with less than two , or four or rrore equivalents of chromium(II) 
respectively . The authors propose a mechanism based on product 
analysis which involved a reduction of haloform to the dihalanethyl-
chromium( III) species, follONed by a second reduction to the IIDno-
2 
halCll'lethylchroml.um(III) corrplex. The observation was made in the 
present investigation that 11Dnohalorrethylchran1.um(m) 1s further 
reduced to rrethane by chromium( II) . 
Detailed ld.netic and stoichio tric studies of the various steps 
1n the reduction of iodoform to rrethane by chromium( II) have been rmde. 
Tracer studies using radioactive chromium-51 were also done to provide 
additional infonnation . A rrechanism is proposed that is consistent 
with the data. 
3 
Reagents 
All solutions were prepared using water which had been deionized 
by passage througp a mixed resin bed deionizing colurm follCMed by 
distillation from an all- glass still (Bellco Glass , Inc ., Model 220) . 
'!he follCMing reagent grade chemicals were used throughout this study 
without further purification : acetone , d.iiodomethane , perchloric acid 
(72%) , sodium carbonate , sodium hydroxide , silver nitrate , potassium 
dichromate , hydrogen peroxide (3%) , 3-buten-1-ol, (Matheson , Coleman, 
and Bell) ; iodoform (Mallinckrodt) ~thylfonnamide and Anhydrone 
( J . T . Baker) ; 2 , 5-dihydrofuran ( PCR) ; and roo thane (Matheson) . 
Nitrogen gas (dry grade , Union Carbide) was used to purge oxy-
gen from the required oxygen free solutions . Prior to introducing 
the nitrogen gas into the solutions it was f rst pas ed througtl a 
5 . 5 !'t . long heated tube filled ~ th a copper catalyst , (R3-ll , BASF) , 
to rerrove traces of oxygen . 
Ion-exchange separations were carried out using Da·:ex 50 IX8 
and DOioJex 50WX4 , 100- 200 or 200-400 rresh, hydrogen form resins , 
(J .T . Baker) . Prior to use , the ne\'1 resin was washed with 3 hy-
drochloric acid and then rinsed free of chloride nth 0 .1 perchloric 
ac d . 
Syn heses 
Chromium(II) Perchlorate Solutions 
Solutions of chrOmium(II) rchlorate were prepared by dissolving 
electrolytic grade chromium rretal , ( 99 .999% ure _, Apache Chemicals ) , 
4 
in deo:xygenated perchloric acid solutions according to the procedure 
of Crabtree (15) . O:xygen-free nitrogen gas was passed thro~ the 
perchloric acid solutions for several hours to :reiOOve dissolved oxygen 
(tenon needles were used 1n all deoxygenation procedures) . Th1n 
chromium rretal flakes were then introduced into the acid solutions and 
the reactions were 1n1 tiated by breald..ng sore of the rretal flakes 
with a glass rod under positive nitrogen pressure . The stock solutions 
were stored in the sane vessel under pressure . All transfer operations 
of these stock solutions were conducted with an all tenon tubing 
system under nitrogen pressure . 
Labeled Chromium( II) Perchlorate Solutions 
'Ihe chromi.tun-51 tracer was obtained from ew England uclear 
Corporation as chromium( Ill) chloride in 0 . 5 M hydrochloric acid . 
It was used without further treatrrent other than to dilute 0 . 1 m1 
(5nC) of the origlnal solution to 250 ml with 1 perchloric acid . 
Chromium rretal ( 0 . 52 @11) was dissolved 1n 100 m1 of the ra oacti ve 
chromium( III) stock solution and then the elution as heated a 
80°C for two hours to achieve eqtrl llbrium conditio for the elec-
tron exchange between chromium(III) and chromium(II) (1) . 
Sodium Perchlorate 
Sodium perchlorate \tlas prepared from odium carbonate and per-
chloric acid . Sodium carbonate \tras dissolved in a rn:1ninl.lrn olwre of 
water and perchloric acid \t as added sla,rly tmtil neutra.llzation was 
achieved. The solut ion was then diluted to a t\tro liter volurre. 
5 
Pentaaguom:moiodorrethy lchromium( m) Perchlorate 
Pentaaquoronoiodomethylchrorn1um(III) ion was prepared by the 
reaction between d.iiodorrethane and chromium(II) after the method 
of Anet ( 6 ) . F1 ve ml of diiodorrethane was added to 20 m1 of acetone 
and deoxygenated for twenty minutes; fifteen ml of 1.0 M chromium(II) 
perchlorate solution was then added by syringe (two phase system) . 
The mixture was continuously stirred and allowed to react for two 
hours . Pentaaquoronoiodomethylchromium(III) ion (of charge 2+) was 
separated from, the other chromium species (all w1 th a charge of 2+ 
or higtler) by an ion-exchange procedure . The reaction solution was 
placed on a 15 x 1 . 5 ern Dowex 50v1X8 , 100-200 rresh cation exchange 
column, hydrogen form. The colUJ!Tl was repeatedly ,lashed with 0 . 1 M 
perchloric acid (approximately 300 ml) to remove arry acetone or un-
reacted diiodomethane from the coltmn (ions of charge 2+ or hi er 
are not eluted \'lith 0 . 1 M HClOlt) . A 1 perchloric acid solution 
first eluted pentaaquoiodochrorn1um(III) ion (green) followed by he 
6 
reddish-brcMn organochromium compound, pen aaquorrono odorrethylc 
ion . Eluting solutions of sodium perchlorate and rchloric ac d 
urn( III) 
(1 r io c strength) iere also used. Sodium ion does not re. lace 
hydrogen ion from the resin under these conditio s an he concen rat on 
of hydrogen ion in the eluting solution did not change during a sep-
aration. 
Pe aaq cxliiodorrethy lchromium( III) Perchlorate 
Pentaaquodi odomethylchromium(III) ion was prepared Y the 
reaction between iodoform and chrOmium( II) after the rrethod of Anet ( 6 ) · 
Iodoform ( 0 . 3 gm) was dissolved in 20 ml of acetone and dcareated 
for .fifteen minutes . Ten ml of' 0 . 1 M chrom1.um( II) rchlorate as 
added with constant agitat on and all<Med to stand for .!'1ve mi.nu s 
prior to placing on a 25 x 1 . 5 em Dc:J\ ex 50 iXS , 200-~00 sh wa er 
jacket ed cation exchange column . The column was d1y 
with 0 . 1 M perchloric acid t.o remove aceto and unreac ed iodofonn. 
With 1. 0 M perchloric acid ntaaquoiodochranium(III) ion ( n) 
was eluted rapidly . Pentaaqucx:liiodorrethylchromium(III) on ( ) 
rroved slowly da.m the colwnn closely follo d by h xaaquochranium(III) 
ion (violet ) . In order to achieve e arat on t was cessary o 1 r 
the terrperature of the column to 2-~C , by running ce cooled water 
througtl the water jacket surrot.mding the colUliTl . Sodium perchlorate-
elu e the chromium specie 
Analyses 
Chromium( II) 
Chromi.LDTI( IT) reacts ve rapid chromiur.~(VI) 
olu ion to form hexaaquochro. um(III) ion 
clim:?r, octaaqucxli-)1-hydroxo-dichl urn( III) 1 a ceo 
eqt a ).. on ( 8) : * follo:·:ing stoic aretrlc 




'I~· t ml f "di soJutl.· or of po as.,ium d c rc:r.a c (0 . 59 .: J r-v!cn -y I 0 aC). C 
chloric ac d) \• e ubblin nitro n t ~ ·h<'3m dem,-yge:nated Y 
for 2bo t fifteen minutee'! . '.Ibe chro .. um(II) solu~i ·as 
··.For ilq)licity , coordinated v1a r ~s wt she1.-m · 
xa·· #uo hrom:ium(III) ion ru Cr2(0,{)2 prese 
+"l 'll us Cr ....o•"\ l"'e> 
.. octaaquod..i-p:-
hydrodlchromium(III ) ion . 
7 
into t he sert.ml bottle containing the potassium dichromate from a 
graduated buret , under nitrogen pressure , througtl a new stainless 
steel needle. '!he vol'l.tlre of chromium(II) delivered was read fran the 
buret and checked by wei~t and density measurements. 'lhe resulting 
SOluti on Was then placed on a 2 X 1.5 em DoweX 50WX~ , 100-200 mesh 
resin bed and the unreacted negatively charged chrom1um(VI) was washed 
thro~ the column w1 th 0 . 059 M perchloric acid and collected to voltnre . 
The positively charged chromium(III ) products were retained by the 
resin . 
The change in chromium(VI) concentration was determined specto-
photo~retrically by measuring the light absorption of chromium(VI) 
in 0 . 059 M perchloric acid at 3~8 nm. A standard curve of absorb-
ance plotted against chromium(VI) concentration (Figure I) was used 
to determine the concentration of the unreacted chromium(VI). As 
Figure I indicates , acidic chromium( VI) follows Beer ' s Law within 
the range of chromium(VI) concentrations employed (10- 3 to 10-~ M) 
* at 3~8 nm . The roolar absorption coefficient under these conditions 
was determined using oven dried reagent grade potassium dichromate . 
The roolar absorption coeffid ent for chromium( VI) was fotmd to be 
1.584 x 103 ± 0 .005 x 103 - lcm- l as reported in Table I.** 
In order to obtain the concentration of the chromi.um(II) solution , 
he conce t ration of unreacted chromium(VI) was converted to )'!X)les , 
*Acidic elutions of chromium(VI) are observed to exhibit significant 
deviat ons from Beer ' s Law at wavelengths greater than 360 nm, reaching 
a xirm.lil1 deviation at 400 nr:J . ( 31) 
**'l'he molar absorption coefficient for chromium(VI) \·las found by 
Ronald Jame (Ph .D. thesis, U. of Colo ., 1969) to be independent 




MJLAR ABSORP!'IO COEFFICIENI'S FOR CHroMIUr-1 (VI) 
IEI'ERMINED FRav1 ABSORBANCES MEASURm AT 348 nm 
K2Cr207 [Cr(VI)] 
Path Length Molar abs . Coefficient 
Abs . at X [Cr(VI)) X 105 x lQ-3(1 . mole-lcmrl) 
348 run X 105M X 10Sr-1 (em M) 
0.105 0.659 1.318 6.590 1. 593 
0. 174 1.095 2.189 10 .945 1. 590 
0. 209 1.320 2.640 13 . 200 1. 583 
0.265 1.682 3.363 16 .815 1. 576 
0. 290 1.825 3.650 18 .250 1 .589 
0. 352 2.234 4. 467 22 . 340 1. 576 
0.423 2.674 5.348 26 .740 1.582 
0. 523 3.300 6.6oo 33.000 1.585 
0.609 3.847 7.694 38 . 470 1.583 
0.621 3.950 7.900 39.500 1.572 
0.769 4.834 9.667 48.340 1.591 
0.835 5.270 10 . 540 52 .700 1.584 
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Figure 1 . Vcrificat on of Beer ' 
Lm· for um(VI) 
in 0 . 059'· HC104 at 348 nm. 
subtracted · from the initial nun:i:>er of m::>les of chromium(VI) and the 
difference multiplied by a factor of three . 'lhls product was then 
divided by t he voltllre of chromium(!!) initially reacted to obtain 
the concentration of the chrom1um(II) solution . 
Chromium (III) 
Chromium(III) or total chromium content was detennined by oxidation 
of chrom:i.um(III) to chromium(VI) in al.ka.l1ne hydrogen peroxide solution . 
An aliquot of a sarrple to be rreasured was pipeted into a volumetric 
flask, sodium hydroxide pellets were added until the solution was 
basic , and 0 . 5 ml of 3% hydrogen peroxide was then added . 'Ihe solu-
tion was diluted \#lith \#later , hO\'Iever the flask was never filled to 
nnre than one-half its calabrated volurre . The solution was then heated 
on a steam bath for at least one hour , cooled and diluted to voltllre. 
The ligpt absorption of the alkaline chromium(VI) solution was rreasured 
at 372 run and errploying the m::>lar absorption coefficient of 4 . 815 x 
103 M- lcm- 1 ( 20 ) the chromium(III) or total chromium concentrat on of 
the solution v:as calcula ed . 
Standardization of Sodium Perchlorate 
An aliquot of a sodiw perchlorate solution was placed on a 
IDle X 50 ·IXB , cation exchange resin, hydrogen form, that revio ly 
had been washed free of excess ac d . The ac d re laced by e sodium 
ion \·Ja., collected and tit1· ted \#lith standard sodium hydroxide . 
Fonnaldchyde 
~1c concentration of formaldehyde in the pentaaquodii omethyl-
chroml~(Ill) - chromium(II) reaction solution was determined by t e 
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spectrophot()I)Etric rrethod of Bricker and Johnson ( 12) . 
Aliquots of the reaction solution were added to a cation exchange 
resin and the fonnaldehyde was washed off the colurrn w1 th a 0 . 1 
sulfuric acid solution. A 0. 5 ml freshly prepared c.hrorrotrophic acid 
( 4 ,~dihydro.xy-2 , 7-naphthalened.isulfonic acid) solution ( 2 . 5 grams 
of dry pc:Mder in 25 ml of water ) was added to 0 . 5 ml of the elu ed 
formaldehyde solution. Concentrated sulfuric acid (5 ml) was slowly 
added with continuous shaking. The solution, pink 1n color , was then 
placed on a steam bath for thirty minutes , cooled and diluted to volurre. 
The annunt of lisht absorbed was rreasured against a reagent blank 
at 570 run and the concentration of the formaldehyde was detennined 
!'rom a standard curve (Figure 2) . 'Ihe standard curve was pre ared on 
the day of the formaldehyde determination to assure accuracy in he 
procedure . The standard formaldehyde concentrations were determined 
by the bisulfite - iodorretric procedure of Donnally ( 17 ) . 
All GLC analyses were performed on a Pye Unicam name ioniza ion 
detector chromatograph , series 104 . 'lWo five feet long stainless 
steel colurms (1.5 meter by 0 . 8 em ( .d . )) 'lere packed· th Porapak 
and Po a ak Q (Waters , Associates) . Both colunns vte use for all 
analysis . Flc:M rate of he urn gas througtl the column \·!as main ained 
at 40 cc/min ., at temperatures of 15SOC or 101°C . 
Jtethanc 
A standard retention ti.rre for purified rethane gp.s \'las obtained 
y injecting (50 ul) of the gas into both columns (Porapak S and 
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both pentaaql.JOIIDnoiodomethylchromium(lli)- chrool1um(Il) and pen aaquo-
dliodor:rethylchromium(Ill) - chromium(Il) were analyzed for nethane 
gas . Fifty Jll aliquots were taken from the SPS phase and 1nj ected 
into the 1nj ection ports of the Porapak S and Porapak Q colUITI1S in the 
GLC . 
Formaldehyde 
Formaldehyde solutions , containing rrethanol , were 1nj ected into 
the GLC and standard retent on tines \'lere obtained. The liquid phase 
of the reaction solutions were analyzed for the presence of fo l dehyde 
and rrethyl alcohol. Allquots ( 0 . 5 pl) of the liquid ase were 1n-
jected into the GLC and the retention times for all peaks were corded . 
Carbene A dition Products of 3-Buten-1-ol and 2 ,5-Dihydrofuran 
Ve1~fication of the identity and pUL~ty of 3-butcn-1-ol and 
2 ,5-dihydrofuran \·. as established by I.R. spectroscopy GLC , and oiling 
point determinations . 
A reduct analysis of the react on solutions of taaquoroonoiodo-
mcthylc. romium(III)-chro um(II) and pentaaquodiiod 
c mlum(II ) with both 3-buten- 1- ol and 2 , 5-dihydrofuran by GLC was 
at te~ted · n order to determine the possible rese .ce of a carbe e 
additjon roduct . 
A solu ion of 3-bu en-1- ol (5 ml) and dimethylfmmamid (20 ) 
(13 ) \'!as deareatcd an transferred to 20 ml oxygen-free solutio lS 
of rrono1o orrethylchro. dum(lii) and diiodorrethylchrO · · urn( III ) ons 
( 3 X J0-3 f.1 in 0 .08 r 'Cl04 an 0 . 92 f. aC104) . Chromium(II) ) either 
wo ml o thirty m1 of 0 .1 r-1 v1as then adde o t e ct on solution 
~~der c ntinuous agitatio . e transfer of all ol t ens w der 
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nitrogen pressure was accOJ11) shed in less than five minutes . Al1quots 
of the liquid phase (0 . 5 pl) were injected into the GLC . Blank 
determinations, to check poss ble decomposition, were run on 3-buten- 1- ol , 
3-buten-1-ol and 0 . 08 M perchloric acid , and 3-buten-1-ol - 0 .08 M 
perchlor c acid - DMF solution . 
2 , 5-Dihydrofuran (20 ml) \'las deareated and transferred to 20 m1 
of oxygen-free solutions of roonoiodorrethylchromiwn(TII) and diiodcr 
rrethylchromium(III) ions (2 . 5 x 10-3 M in 0 . 08 M HC104 and 0 .92 M 
aCl04) . Chromiwn(II) was then added (5 ml to 30 ml. of 0 . 1 ) . All 
solutions .,rere transferred under nitrogen pressure and the transfer 
raced never took roore than f'iv: minutes . Aliquo s (0 . 5 ) of 
the reaction were injected into the GLC . Blank determinations were 
rmde on 2 , 5-dihydrofuran and 2, 5-dihyd.rofuran in 0 . 08 perchloric 
acid . 
In o er to quanti tate the gaseous organ c product from the 
reaction etwee chromiwn(II) and pentaaquorro oiodomethylchromiwn(III) 
ion a procedure of catalyt c corrb ·t on follo·.- ed by carbon dioxide 
abso:::p io1 on Ascrite ·1as employ 'Ihe aratus used n th s 
deter:nin- tion is represent in Figure 3 . A xture o oxygen and 
trogen gases "'as first a:-sed througtl an A ar te tube to re:oove 
aru ca.I c dio · de and t n allm;ed to bubble througj"l t e reaction 
so ution c:nd then passed o an 1\nh d ne fil led tube , to rerrove 
·· a e!' , and tl en as sed j •·equenc o an Ascru te filled tube , a 
orcelai tube lled \ lth copper( II) oxi (irIS ide a eavy duty 



























f1.nally an Ascarite tube which had been brougnt to cons tan we~t . 
'Ihe carbon dioxide corrt>ustion product was absorbed on the Ascari e 
and converted to sodium bicarbonate as sumnarized by t e following 
equation : 00
2 
+ NaOH ~ aH00
3 
'Ihe m.ulber of ml.llimoles of carbon dioxide were calculated !'rom the 
change in weigtlt of the Ascarite tube . 
Control runs were also made in Nhich the Ascarite tube between 
the reaction vessel and furnace was removed . Also, another co trol 
exper:!Jrent was run in which an additional vessel was added between 
the reacti flask and the Anhydrone filled tube . The added vessel 
contained copper( I ) chloride in concentrated armnnia \·later solution . 
T'nis solution has been found to be effective in binding carbon roonox-
ide ( 27 ) . 'Ihe control runs did not result in an increase or decrease 
in the wei gpt of the Ascarite filled tube . 
'Ihe n r ate of the ~ mixture was adjusted so that it did not 
exceed 0 . 22 1/hour. 
Iodine in the organochromiwn corrplexe , pentaaquorono odometh 1-
chromi (III) an pentaaquodiioclOITethylchromium(III) o 
y taJ · 1g an al quot of c-olution containing the co, lcxcs (25 ml 
of a 10-2 to 10-3 I ) an heating them to oiling ·lith sj 1 ·er tra c 
(.01 t·) in dilute nitrl acld . 'I e prec p atee s 1 cr iodi e \''as 
fllter d off, washed nth dilute n· tric ac d , dr e and we @"led . 
s 
Absor an y H-as rre ts were pcrfo on a Gilford modifi 
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Beclonan DU spectrophotOJreter (accuracy :!: 1% 1n absorbance) with 1.00 
and 5 .00 em quartz cells unless othezwise specified. 
Determination of the Isosbestic Points .for Hexaaguoch.rom1um(III) 
and Pentaaquoiodochromitun( III) Ions . 
'!be isosbestic points .for hexaaquochrom1.tun(III) and pentaaquo-
i odochroml.tun(III) ions were determined using a Perkin-Elmer UV- Visible 
spectrophotometer, Model 202 . The procedure involved recording the 
spectrwn (abs. vs wavelength) o.f pentaaquoiodachromium(III) ion , which 
was synthesized by the procedure o.f SWaddle and King ( 30 ) , ani then 
using the sane chart paper, recording the spectrum of the therm::>-
aquation product o.f the penta.aquoiodoch.romitun(ITI) solution.* 'D'le 
hexaaquochrom1.tml(III) product was obtained by heating the pentaaquo-
ch.romium( III) solution on a steam bath for ei@tlt hours . A.fter cooling 
to room tenperatu...."'e the spectrtun was recorded . The final spectrum 
was found to be identical to the spectrum of hexaaquochrom1um(III) 
ion which was synthesized by the reduction of ch.rcmium(VI) oxide y 
hydrogen peroxide in the presence of perchloric acid ( 30 ) . The 
c ed spectra o.f pentaaquoiodochromitml(Ill) and hexaaquochrani.um(III) 
ions are presented in Figure ~ . 
* addle and King have reported that pentaaguoiodochromitml(III) ion 
undergoes thenmaquation to produce hexaaquochromium(III) and iodide 
ions ( 30) . 
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The reaction kinetics between pentaaql.lOlOOnoiodomethylchranium(III) 
perchlorate and chromitun(II) was followed spectrophotaretrically . 
The pentaaquoroonoiodarethylchromium(III) solution (10-3 to 10-~ M) 
was placed in a jacketed quartz cell (2 em) and deareated for ten 
nirrnltes. Chromitun(II) was delivered under nitrogen pressure fran 
a jacketed buret. 'Ihe tenperature (2S0C ± 0 . 08) was maintained by 
passing water througtl the jackets with a Latrla K 4-R Constant Tenpe~ 
ature Circulator . The change in absoroance of the reaction solution 
at 523 nrn, an isosbestic point for pentaaquoiodochran1.um(III) and 
hexaaquochromium(III) was recorded at one rn1nute intervals . 
B. Kinetics using a Ti tremetric Procedure 
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The kinetics of the reaction between pentaaquomonoiodomethylchromium(III) 
and pentaaquodiiodomethylchromium(II1) ions with chranium(II) was follatred 
by a titremetric procedure . A reasured volt.IITe of chromium( II) was 
added to the deareated organochro urn crnplex and transferred, un::ier 
nitrogen pressure , to a jacketed uret . This procedure took less than 
three rrri.nutes . Temperatures \'rere maintained in the jacketed buret 
by passing water from a Lauda K4-R Constant Terrperature Circulator. 
thro~ the jacket (temperature control was estimated at ± O. OSOC) . 
Prior to mixing, the solutions were brougtlt to the desired terrperature 
in the reservoir of the Lauda Circulator. After mixing, the solution 
\'las again placed in the servoir while the ransfer rocedure to the 
uret was being completed . 
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'!he unreacted chromium(II) 1n the reaction solution was e 
by the procedure .for deterrn1ning chromitnn(II) concentration (p~ 7 ) . 
However , due to the corrplications caused by the reduction of chrcrn1 (VI) 
by iodide ion ( 18) produced 1n the reaction, it was necessary to 
add silver nitrate (initial cone . = 1.50 x 10-4 M) to the chrorrd.um(VI) 
in order to precipitate the iodide ion as silver iodide . '!he cation 
exchange resin used in the procedure not only removed unreacted organo-
chromium corrplexes, which have an appreciable absorbance at 348 nm, 
but also served as an e.ffective .filter for the silver iodide pre-
cipitate . 
C. Gas Phase Kinetics 
Kinetic zreasurerrents were also made on the producticn o.f gases 
during the course o.f the reaction between pentaaquornono odome hyl-
chromium(III) ion and chromium(II). The volwre o.f gas products prod ~ 
under the concentrations of the experiments (lo- 3 to 10- 4 of (H2o> 5 
CrGI
2
I+2 ) \'las five milliliters or less . Then~.fore , an appara us wh cl 
would accurately measure relatively small volwres as devised 
constructed. The apparatus is sho\'m in Figure 5 . It cons sted o.f 
a capillary tube , 1 . 4 m ters long · th a uni.form 2 . 00 rrrn i . d . , d 
connecting tubes tted vl th an ad t on .funnel ( to troduc t. e 
nercury plug) and a nitrogen outlet . The vo1wre of the cor ect 
tube \'las 30 . 10 rnl . 'Ihe connect tube was joined to a 100 m1 or 
250 ml reaction vessel througjl a gas t gj)t 18G needle-rubbe serum 
topper connection . The reaction vessel as placed in a t ei a ted 
\'~ater bath and the reaction solu ions were con inuously ag:i tated by 
Hg Plug 
Figure 5. Apparatus for Measuring the Change in 
Small Gas Volumes 
Reaction Vessel 
~ 
a teflon coat ed nue;net c .. t ·rer. 
e change in posi tion of t e n rcury pl (which could be con-
vert d to change voll.llre ) was measured as a of tilre . 
Blank an contro experiments '.·Iere per fonred . The 'las no mov rrent 
of the one em lon IlP.rcury plug with t he agitat ion o Nater nly . 
Ha: evcr , with small changes in teJll)erature (as littl as O. l°C) 
rapid rooverrent of t he rrercury plug was observed . 'lh rate of tation 
of the s olution was var e uring different experii'D?nts · hile keeping 
t he concentration of the react ant const ant, and the exper:inxmtal 
results (position of the rrercury pl ug \'lith tilre) we the s \dthin 
expe:riiJ'ental error. 'Ihe vol~ of the reactants 'las also var e 
(up to 40 ml) under the sazre exper:i.Irental conditio with no s :igni-
f'icant difference in the experilrental data. 
D. Gas-Liquid Chromatography (GLC) 
Gas- liquid chromatography (GLC) was also used to measure the 
rate of formation of gases prcx:iuced by the reaction between penta-
aquoroonoiod~thylchromilUI'l(III) ion and chromium(II ) . lo1easured 
annunts of chromium(II) were added to deareated solutions of penta-
aquomonoiodorrethylchromilUI'l(III) under nitrogen pressure . The solutions 
were continuously agitated by a teflon coated magnetic stirrer. 
Aliquots (30 pl) were withdrawn at five minute intervals (50 gas 
syringe) and injected into the GLC. In order to establish the re-
liability of the gas transfer, thirty p1 of rrethane gas was injected 
repeatedly . 'Ihe peak heigtlts for the rethane samples varied less 
than 0 . 5% . 
Stoichiometry 
'Ihe stoichiometry of the reacticns of pentaaquanonoiodanethyl-
chromium(lli) and pentaaquodiiodomethylchromium(lli) with chrom1um(II) 
were established under conditicns which were sjm1Jar to those of the 
kinetic studies. 'lhe procedure was to detennine the initial aroounts 
of chrornl.um(II) and organochromium(lli) cooplex, mix and all the 
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reaction to proceed, and then to quench the reaction by either chranium(VI) 
or by bubbling oxygen* througtl the solution . The chranium products 
were determined by separat1ng the species on a cati~xchange colUJm 
maintained at 0°C, identifying the products spectro otanetrica.lly , 
and an.a.lyzing the :fractions for total chromium. 
The annunt of chrornl.um(II) consl.llred in the reaction \'Tas also 
established by allowing the reaction to proceed to coopletion (7 hours 
at 25°C) and detennining the arrount of unreacted chro um(II) Y 
reacting an aliquot of the reaction solutiO! with chromium(VI) . 
Radioact ve Counting Techniques 
Solutions containing chrorrrilun-51 -v1ere analyzed for ac i vi Y 
using liquid scintillation counting technique . Sa~les we 
pared using a toluene base scintillation liquid and counted n a 
Pachard rt1odel 2002 , Tric Liq d cin illation ct:rureter or 
a Beckman , Model 100 CPT- , pect meter . 
In neral , three to five de erminations of the acti vi y \'I ere 
*Ardon and Plane report that the only product of t e reaction of 
chromiwn(II) and oxygen v:as the dinuclear pecles of chrcmium(III), 
octa-aqu j -p-hydroxo-dichromium( III) ion ( 8 ) . 
made on each sample, an entire set of samples being counted once each 
before recounting. 'lhe Pachard spect:rareter was adjusted to bracket 
the gamna radiation of chrom1~51 with an energy of 0 . 323 Mev . 'lhe 
samples were counted for one minute and the standard deviation of the 
average activity was less than ± 2% . Since all the solutions to be 
analyzed were aqueous in nature , a solubilizer was necessary in order 
that toluene base scintillation liquid could be used . Pachard insta-
gel errul.sifier (premiXed solubillzer, scintillation conpounds and 
toluene) was used on those samples measured by. the Pachard spectro-
meter. In the case of those samples measured by the Beclanan spectro-
meter , Bio-Solv-Beckman (a general purpose solubilizer) was used with 
a scintillation liquid prepared from 7. 0 ~ of 2 , 5-diphenyloxazole 
(PPO) and 0 . 42 ~of 1 , 4-bis- (2- (4-r~Ethyl-5-pheeyloxazoy~l))benzene 
(di.TTJethyl POPOP) added to one liter of technical grade toluene . To 
this solution 300 ml of Bio-Sol ve was added . 
Samples for counting were prepared from 10 ml of scintillatim 
solution and 1 .00 m1 of chrom1um solution and placed in a 2 . 5 x 6 .0 em 
scintillation vial . An uncertainty of ± 0 . 5 ml in total volume 
produced a negligible effect on the counting efficie cy . 
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RESULTS 
Molar Absorbancy Coefficients 
r-blar absorbancy coefficients for pentaaquom::moiodomethylchromitun(III) , 
penta.aquodiiodomethylchrom1.tun(TII) , pentaaquoiodochranitun(III) , and 
hexaaquoch.rom1.tun( III) ions were determined from spectral reasuremmts 
* made on :freshly prepared solutions . The results are listed in Table II . 
Stoichioretry 
A. Pentaaguorronoiodomethylchromiwn(III) - Cr(II) 
The stoichiometry of the reduction of pentaaquoroonoiodomethyl-
chromium(III ) ion by Cr(II) was established under s1milar conditions 
to those used for kinetic studies . 'I'he chranitun products were separated 
on an ion-exchange colwm and identified spectrophotometrically . 
The absorption maxima and rrolar absorbancy coefficients are listed 
in Table :IL 'Ihe absorption maxima and roolar absorbancy coefficients 
of fra~tion I and III indicate that the chromium reaction products 
are entaaquoiodochromitun(III) and hexaaquochromitun(III) respectively . 
A large number of the stoichiometric experiments were quenched 
efore the reactioo had gone to corrpletion. Fraction II is unreacted 
cntaaquorronoiodorrethylchromitun(III) ion . 
Methane was identified as the organic roduct by retention times 
o two different GLC colurms . The results are p:-esented in Table III · 
*The rrolar absorbancy coefficient \'lhich ·ere determined in this study 
are a preciably higher than those ob ained y Dodd and Johnson for the 
sa.rre ion ( 16 ) . However, these authors re~rt a chrorrritun : iodine 
ratio for (H2o)5crCH2r+2 and (H?D) 5crCHI~+ of 0 . 82± 0 . 2 : 1 and 0 . 4± 0 . 2 : 1 respectively . It .ts suspected ihat their solutions con-
tained sone hexaaquochromitun(III ) ions . 'lhe cl romium: iodine ra io for 
(lr"o)5crCH2r+2 and (HfO)~l-arr2+2 dete:mri.ned in this study were 0.9r± 0 . 03 :1 and 0 . 49 0 . 02 :1 respectively . 
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TABLE II 
r-DLAR ABSORBANCY lNDICES FOR Cr(III) COMPlEXES FOR THE 







Indices (M em- ) 
524 34 .2 
396 322 
296 3, 430 
264 3, 350 
538 67 .1 
415 322 
324 3, 220 
281 4,220 
Green 650 36 .1 
474 32 .6 
26o 5, 71W 
Purple 576 16 .0 
406 19 .1 
290 3.8 
Fraction I* Green 649 35 .9 
474 32 .4 
261 5,732 
Fract on II* Reddish-brown 524 3lt.O 
397 32 .0 
295 3,435 
264 3, 351 
Fraction III* Purple 579 15 .9 
408 19 .0 
290 4.1 
*Fract ons are nurrbered in the order in \·lhich they were eluted 
from the colurrn . 
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TABlE III 
GLC RETENriO TIME FOR 'lliE GASIDUS ProDUCT 
OF THE REACTION BEI'\oiEEN (H2o) 5
crCH2r+2 AND Cr(II) 
Co1unn Retention Colwm F10tt1 Rate 
Packing Sarr:p1e Time (Sec) T(°C) (cc/min) 
Poropack S 
Methane 23 15SO 40 
Reaction Aliquot 22 15SO 40 
Methane 35 101° 40 
Reaction Aliquot 35 101° 40 
Poropack Q 
Methane 15 15SO 40 
Reaction Aliquot 16 1580 40 
Methane 24 101° 40 
Reaction Aliquot 23 101° 40 
Methane was quant itated by conbustion to carbon dioxide and 
s ubsequent gravimetric measurerrents after absorption on Ascarite . 
The eluted chrorniw:n fractions were quantitated by analyzing t he 
samples f or total chromtum. 'Ihe results are sumnarized 1n Tabl e rv. 
'lhe average rati o of mtll.irooles of Cr(II) consl.llred to m1ll.irooles 
pentaaquom::moiodomet hylchromiw:n(III) const.nred was 2 . 03 . The s um 
of the UIIDles of Cr (II) and pent aaquorwnoiodomethylchromiw:n(III) ion 
react ed agrees very well with the sw:n of the IrJOOle s of pentaaquo-
iodochromtw:n(III ) and he.xaaquochrornium(III ) t hat were fo~d . The 
average percent conversion of the organochrom:1um cooplex to methane 
was found to be 98% • 
B. Pentaaguodiiodometh,ylchromium(III) - Cr (II) 
The stoichiometry f or t he reaction be tween pentaaquod11odomethyl-
chromtw:n(III ) ion and Cr(II) was carried out under conditions approx-
imating those us ed for the kineti c studies . The reaction products 
were separated on an on-exchange ct>lumn and identified spectrophoto-
metrically . The absorpti on max1ma and rwlar absorbancy coefficients 
for the s eparated fractions are listed in Table V. 'Ihe spectral 
evidence indicates that pentaaquoiodochromium(III) , pentaaquorocmo-
iodomethylchromium(IIT) , and hexaaquochromium(III) ions ·:ere products 
of the reaction . Fraction III was unreacted pentaaguod11odomethyl-
chro:niurn( III) io . r ethane was identified as a reaction reduct , but 
in addition trace arwunts of fonnaldehyde \'Iere detected in he liquid 
phase . The reten ion tiirc for aliquots of both the gas and liquid 
phase of the reaction solution , determined on t\'10 di f ferent GLC 
colwnns , is presented in Table VI . 
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TABLE D! 
S'IOICHIOMEI'RIC MEASUREMENrS ON THE REACI'ION 
BEI'IIJEEN Cr(II) AND CrCH2r2+ 
a 
rrmo1es Cr(II) +2 rrroo1es Cr(II) + rrroo1e crr+2 11'1001e Cr+3 rrmo1es CrCH2I 
[H+] reacted reacted 11'1001es CrCH2r+2 produced produced 
1.0 0 .184 0.090 0.274 0. 0304 0.244 
1.0 .0.285 0 .142 0 .427 0.0906 0.336 
l.Ob 0.560 0.269 0.829 0.105 0.724 
0.5 0.651 0. 323 0.974 0.259 0.700 
0.5 0. 320 0.159 0.479 
0.1 0.404 0.201 0.605 0.163 0. 440 
0 .1 0.520 0 .254 0 .774 
a Experimental Ionic strength maintained at 1.0~ by NaC104, T = 2SOC except as noted. 
b Run at 45°C . 
nrrn1e crr+2+ nrrn1e 
rrroo1e cr+3 CH4 
0.274 0.088 
0.427 0.140 








M::>LAR ABSORBAJ CY INDICES FOR Cr(III) cn1PIEXES FOR 'mE 
REACTION ~lEEN PENI'AAQUODIIO~ (III) AND Cr(II) 
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Color of Absorption ftt)lar Absorbaniy 
Conplex Solution Maxima, (nm) Indices (M em- ) 
(H o) eri+2 
2 5 Green 650 36 .1 
14714 32 .6 
261 5, 7140 
(H o) c~I+2 2 5 Reddish-brown 524 314 .2 
396 322 . 
295 3,430 
264 3, 350 
+2 (H2o) 5




+3 (H2o)6Cr Purple 576 16 .0 
1406 19 .1 
290 3.8 
Fract on I* Green 6149 36 .0 
1474 32 .5 
261 5, 742 
Fraction II* Reddish- brown 524 314 . 3 
397 321 
295 3, 430 
26lJ 3.350 




Fract o IV* Purple 576 16 .0 
406 19 .1 
290 3.8 
* t · urrb d 1n the order 211 \· hich t ey \lere eluted Frac J.ons are n ere 
from the column. 
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TABLE VI 
GLC REI'ENTIO TIME FOR THE ORGANIC ProDUCI'S 
FOR THE GAS AND LIQUID PHASE OF THE RE.ACTIO J 
BErWEEN PENI'AAQOODIIOOOI'-1E'l'HYLCHIDMI~(III) AND Cr(II) . 
Column Retention Colurnn 
. 
Flow Rate 
Packing Sanple Time (sec) T(°C) (cc/min) 
Poropack S 
Methane 22 15SO 40 
Gas Phase Aliquot 22 15SO 40 
Formaldehyde 125 15SO 40 
Methanol 55 15SO 40 
*Liquid Phase Aliquot 123 15SO 40 
Poropack Q 
Methane 16 lSSO 40 
Gas Phase Aliquot 17 15SO 40 
Formaldehyde 101 15SO 40 
Methanol 41 15SO 40 
*Liquid Phase Aliquot 99 15SO 40 
* very small peak (0 . 5 em at an attenuation of 20) 
In addition to GLC analysis for trace amounts of formaldehyde , 
aliquots of the pentaaquodiiodonethylchrom1um(III) reaction solution 
were analyzed for formaldehyde by a spectrophotometric procedure . 
The results indicate that between 2 and 3 micrograms of formaldehyde 
per 1.0 ml of reaction solution were produced (0 . 001% yield) . The 
relative am:>unt of formaldehyde produced was not changed appreciably 
by increasjng or decreasing the initial concentration of Cr(II) and 
hydrogen ion . 
Methane was again quantitated by corrbustion to carbon dioxide 
and subsequent grav1.Itetric measurement after absorption on Ascarite . 
These finding;:; together with the results of the total chromium anal-
ysis for the eluted fractions are summarized in Table VII . 
The average ratio of Cr(II) reacted to pentaaquodiiodcmethyl-
chrornium(III) reacted is 2 . 02. For those experiments in which the 
react on solution was quenched after two to four minutes the sum of 
the rrm::>les of Cr(II) and pentaaquodiiodOl'J'ethylchromium(III) ions 
reacted agreed very well with the urn of the rrm::>les of pen aaqucr-
m::mo odorrethylchromium(III) , pentaaquoiodochromium(III) and hexaaquo-
chromium(m) ions prod ced . For those experim:mts in which the reac-
tion \'las allowed to go to corrpletion ( 6 hours) the average ratio of 
Cr(II) to pentaaquodiiodomethylchromium(III) ion reacted was 4 .olt , 
and the average rcent convers on of pentaaquodiiodorethylchromium(III) 
ion to rrethane v1as 97% . 
Carbene Addition Products of 3-Buten- 1-ol and 2 , 5-Dihydro.furan 
In an attempt to determine the possible presence of a carbene 




Sl'OICHIOMEI'RIC t<EASUREMENI'S ON THE REACTION 
~ Cr(II) AND CrCHI2+2 
a 
{a) nm::>le Cr( U) l"'m>les CrCHI2 +
2 moo1es Cr(II) + +2 
[H+] 
lli"'01es CrCH2I reacted reacted nm::>1es CrCHI + 2 produced 2 
l.Ob 0.167 0.083 0.250 0.081 
1.0 0.464 0.115 0.579 
l.Ob 0.709 0.176 0.885 
1.0 0.489 0. 243 o. 732 0.240 
1.0 1.027 0.253 1.280 
o.sc 0.422 0. 209 0.631 0.206 
0.5 1.378 0. 341 1.719 
0.1b 0.245 0.120 0. 365 0 .119 
0.1c 0. 346 0.173 0.519 0.170 
(b) [H+] moo1e Cri+2 rrroo1e Cr + 3 Total nm::>1e +2 mro1e CH4 produced produced err+2, ~rCH2r , cr+ 
l.Ob 0.061 0.104 0.246 
1.0 0.111 
1.0 0.170 
l.Ob 0.218 0.269 0.727 
1.0 2. 45 
o.sc 0.186 0. 236 0. 628 
0.5 0. 332 
0.1b 0.086 0.157 0. 362 
0.1c 0.134 0.212 0. 516 
a Experimmtal Ionic strength maintained 'at 1.0~ by NaC104, T = 25°C except as noted 
b Run at 5°C 
c Run at 10°C 
with chromium(II), 3-buten-1-ol and 2 , 5-dihydrofuran (2 , 3 ) 
used as carbene scavengers. The reac ion solutions e ana1y 
addition products on two different GLC colUJT11S . 
presented in Table VIII. The retention t s for the ac 100 eolu-
tions are the sare within experi.Iren al error as the lank 
Therefore, the data suggests the absence of a carb t1al 
Kinetic Results 
· Titri.nl=tric Procedure 
The kinetics of the reaction between Cr(II) an n 
iodotrethylchromitnn(III) ion or entaaquodiiodorrethylch.rom1\.ltl( I) 
ion were followed by a titrirretric procedure . Pre-equ111b ed 
solutions of' Cr(II) and the organochranium c mi.xed in a 
jacketed buret and rreasured aliquots of the action sol on 
r 
au . 
added to acidic Cr(VI) solutions. The dec ase in abso anc of Cr( ) 
was used to calculate the conce tra ion of unre c 
to complications caused by the red c on of Cr( ·r) by r - ( • ) 
was necessary to add Ag(I) to the Cr(VI) solut on o 
cipitate the r- as Agi . For the 
used in this technique the solub 
exceeded. In order to rerrove he rec 
organochromium c~lex, the Cr( I) 
of Cr( 
atcd Agi 
cat on-exchange colwm prior o rreasurin 
he abso ance . 
Blank experiments were run in order o e assured of 
and re reducibility of the echniq e . 


















GLC RETENI'ION TlME FOR LIQUID PHASE OF (H20) 5
crH
2
I+2 - Cr(II) AI'ID 
CrCHI2+
2 - Cr(II) CARBENE SCAVENGER SOLUTIONS* AT 158°C . 
3-buten-1-ol 3-buten-1-ol 
Reaction Soln. Reaction Soln . 
CrCH2I+







2 , 5-dihydrofuran 2, 5-dihydrofuran 
Reaction soln . Reaction soln . 
CrCH2I+























2 , 5- dihydrofuran 





iodide (1 ml of 1.50 x 10-4M) was added to two of the Cr(VI)-Ag(I) 
solutions, the other two served as blanks. Both of the actia'l 
solutions (containing Cr(VI)-Ag(I) - r) and o of the blank olu 1oo.s 
(Cr(VI) and Ag(I) only) were placed on a 2 x 1.5 em cation-exchange 
colurm. Cr(VI) was washed off the colunn, and diluted to a final 
vb.l\..lli'E of 100 ml , and tha absorbancy was rrea.sured at 348 run. 'Ill 
renaining blank solution was diluted to 100 ml directly and the ab-
sorbancy rreasured at 34 8 run. All four solutions had absorbancies 
that agreed within 0.2%. 
In order to detennine if there was a reaction of Cr(II) th 
Ag(I) under the conditions used 1n the procedure a series of expert-
rents were conducted 1n which Cr(II) was added o Cr(VI) solutions 
with and without Ag(I). 'lha abso ance rreasurezrents for he eluted 
Cr(VI) solutions are reported in Table IX . nder he co tions 
of this procedure Ag(I) does not appear o interfer w th he Cr(VI)-
Cr(II) reaction . 
Disappearance of Cr(II) 
A. Pentaaquoiodorreth,) lchrolnium( JII) - Cr( II) 
In the reaction of pent;aaquomo o od . hylchranil.lr.l(I I) ion 
v.rith Cr(II) the disap earance of Cr(II) was follO\\'ed Y ak1ng ali-
quots of the reaction mixture and oxidizi remaining Cr(II) 
vlith Cr(VI) . It was o served hat t e rate ·as depe • on the 
conce trations of Cr( II ) and . ntaaquorronoiodorrethylchranium(III) 
ion and dependent of hydrogen o concen rat on . It was exper:i.Jnent-




ABSORBANCE OF Cr(VI) - Ag(I) - Cr(II) SOwriONS AT 348 nm 
Vol. of Cr4II) Vol. of Ag(I) Vol. of Cr(II) Abs. of eluted 
soln . ( 10- ~) soln . Added soln . Added Cr(VI) 
(ml) (0 . 0001~) (ml) (1o- 2M) (100 ml) 
20 .00 2.00 1.00 0.863 
20 .00 2 . 00 0. 50 0 . 430 
20 .00 1.00 1.00 0 . 858 
20 .00 1.00 0. 50 0 . 434 
20 .00 0 . 50 1.00 0 .861 
20 . 00 0. 50 0 . 50 0 . 428 
20 .00 1.00 0.865 
20 .00 o. so 0 . 429 
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ditions. Therefore, the data were plotted using various fonns of the 
integrated rate laws. If the rate law 1--d[Cr(II)] = k (Cr(II) ][CrCH r+2] 
dt A 2 
is integrated using the stoichianetric reaction ratio of 2 Cr(II) 
+2 to 1 (~o) 5c~I the result is: 
1 Bo(Ao - x) 
k t = ln ~ (1) 













2x = [Cr(II)] which has reacted 
The data obeyed this law over rore than 95% of the reaction . Tables X- XIII , 
presents the data for ten experiments which were run at four different 
temperatures (15°, 25°, 3SO , and 45°C) and three different hydrogen 
ion concentrations ( 0 . 1 , 0 . 5 , and 1 . OM) . Figures 6 through 9 show 
typical plots of the data at the four different terrperatures . The 
rate constants which were detennined gr-aphically , were canpared to 
those values that were calculated \vi th the aid of a linear least 
squares corrputer program, IDSI (Appendix) . A St..UTJI1ai'Y of the rate 
constants at different terrperatures and hydrogen ion concentrations 
are presented in Table XIV . 
The activation par-OJreters , A 1-t and A S* , \'Tere calculat from 
the equation : 
ere k = rate constant 
ki = Boltzmann constant 
h = Planck constant 
T = temperature 
R = gas constant 
with the aid of a lin ar least squares ccn;>uter program, REGI (Appen-
dix) . tl rrt' \ITas equal to 7. 7 ± 0 . 4 Kcal/mole and A c.:l= was calculated 
TABlE X 
IN.I'EGRATED SECOND ORDER RATE DATA FOR 
THE REACTION OF CrCH2r +2 WITH Cr(II) 
Tenperature = lSOC 
[H+] = l.OM 
[CrCH2I+
2J1nitial = 4.31 x 10-~ 
(Cr+2J1n1tial = 1. 87 X 10-~ 
[Cr(VI)]initial = 1 .19 X 10-~ 
Aliquot of Abs . of [Cr(II) ]t Bo(Ao-x)a 
Ti.rre Reaction Solu . Reacted X 102M ln Ao(Bo-2x) 
(mln) (ml) Cr(VI) 
36 4.00 0 . 346 1.46 39 -3 
54 4.00 0. 475 1.35 59 .2 
90 5.00 0. 254 1.24 104 
116 5.00 0.370 1.15 130 
195 5.00 0.501 1.06 222 
266 s.oo 0.541 1.03 304 
a Where Bo = initial [Cr(II)] 
+2 Ao = initial [CrCHI2 ] 
2x = [ Cr( II) ] which has reacted 
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TABlE XI 
INlEGRATED SECOND ORDER RA'lE DATA FDR 
THE REACTIO OF CrCH :r+2WITH Cr(II ) . 
IONIC STRENGI'H MAINI'AINED2 AT 1. or-t WITH aClO 4. 
(a) Tenperature = 2S0C 
(b ) 
[H+] = l.OM 
[CrCH2I+2J~tial = 7.29 x 10-2M 
Aliquot of Abs . of 
Time Reaction Solu. Reacted 
(min) (ml) Cr(VI} 
5 s.oo 0. 841 
20 6.00 0 .943 
35 6.00 1.215 
50 6.00 1.362 
75 6.00 1.613 
95 6.00 1.739 
a Where Bo = initial [Cr(II)] 
Ao = initial [CrCHI2+
2] 
[ +2] 8 - 2 Cr initial~ 1.7 X 10 ~ 





14 .5 10.9 
11.5 32.6 
9 .76 59.0 
8 .56 80.1 
6.91 130 
6.ll 168 
2x = [Cr (II ) ] which has reac ed 
emperature = 25°C 
[H+] = O. SM +2 -~ [Cr ]initial = 1. 55 X 10 _ 
[CrCH2r2]~tial = 4.03 X 10-~ [Cr(VI)]initial = 1. 17 x 10-~ 
Aliquot of Abs . of 
T:l.me Reaction so1u . acted [Cr(I )]t ln Bo(Ao-x) 
(min) (ml) Cr (VI) X 10 Ao( 2x) 
10 5.00 0.912 14.0 14.1 
25 6.00 0.802 11.9 44.2 
30 6.00 0 .960 11 .4 54 .3 
50 6.00 1 .115 10 . 4 81.6 
75 6.00 1 . 255 9 . 36 123 
125 6.00 1.408 8.26 217 
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TABLE XI (continued) . 
(c) Terrperature = 2SOC 
[H+] = O. lM (Cr+2Jin1tial = 1.24 X 10-~ 
[CrCH2r+2Jin1tial = 3.24 x 1o-3M [Cr(VI)]initial = 1.11 x 10-~ 
Aliquot of Abs. of 
Time Reaction So1u . Reacted [Cr(II) ]t Bo(Ao-x) 
(mtn) (ml) Cr(VI) X 103M ln Ao(Bo-2x) 
10 5.00 0.306 11 .5 12.7 
25 5.00 0. 476 9.74 50 .8 
45 5.00 0.602 8.75 78 .0 
60 5.00 0. 706 7.94 125 
90 5.00 0. 768 7.48 153 
120 5.00 0.831 7.00 206 
150 5.00 0.868 6.74 254 
175 5.00 0.887 6.51 299 
245 5.00 0.935 6.21 414 
TABlE XII 
lNl'EGRATED SECOND ORDER RATE DATA FDR 
'lliE REACI'ION OF_ S._H_£>) c:ErCH2_~+2 \-liTH Cr( II) • IOOIC SI'REl Gl'H MAINI'Al.NED AT 1.~ BY aCl04 
(a) Temperature = 35°C 
[H+] = l.OM 
[CrCH2I+
2Jinitial = 3.25 x 10-~ 
Aliquot of. Abs . of 
Time Reaction Solu . Reacted 
(mtn) (ml) Cr(VI) 
10 5.00 0. 521 
25 6.00 0.434 
40 6.00 0.578 
55 6.00 0. 738 
75 6.00 0. 763 
a \-Jhere Bo = initial [Cr(II)] 
Ao = initial [CrCHI2+
2J 
[Cr(II)]initial = 1.14 X 10-2M 










2x = [Cr(II)] lhich has reacted 
(b) Temperature = 3S0C 
[Cr(II)]initial = 1.19 X 10- 2_ [H+] = 0. 5M 
+2 - 4 - 3r.1 [Cr(VI) ]initial = 1.19 X 10- 3r_:_ [CrCH2I ]initial = 2. 0 x 10 _ 
Aliquot of Abs . of 
Bo(Ao-x) Ti1re Reaction Solu . Reacted [Cr(II)]t 
ln Ao(Bo-2>:) (min) (rnl) Cr(VI) X 103r-1 
10 6.00 0.230 10 .5 3Q .9 
25 6.00 0. 387 9 .49 66.0 
40 6.00 0. 499 8.83 104 
55 6.00 0. 561 8. 44 136 
70 6.00 0 .637 7.93 195 
TABlE XII (continued). 
(c) Temperature = 35°C 
[H+] = O.lM 
[CrCH2I+2Jinitial = - 2.26 X 10-~ 
Aliquot of Abs. of 
Time Reaction So1u. Reacted 
(min) (IrJ.) Cr(VI) 
10 6.00 0.683 
25 6.00 o.8n 
40 6.00 0.925 
56 6.00 1.031 
90 6.00 1.139 
130 6.00 1.235 
[Cr+2Jinitial ~ 8. 59 X 10-~ 
[Cr(VI)]initial = 1. 19 X 10~ 
[Cr(~]t Bo(Ao-x~ 
X 10 1n Ao(Bo-2x) 
7.61 30.4 
6.80 67 .5 





INrEGRATED SECOND ORFER RATE DATA FOR 
THE REAC"riON OF (H2o) 5
crCH2r+2 WITH Cr(II) . 
IONIC STRENGrH MAINrAJNED AT l.OM BY aC104. 
(a) Ten-perature = 4SOC 
[H+] = l.OM [Cr(li) ]initial .. 1. 54 X 10-~ 
[CrCH2I+
2Jin1t1al = 6.66 x 10-~ [Cr(VI)]initial = 1.19 X 10-~ 
Aliquot of Abs. of 
Time Reaction So1u . Reacted 
(min) (ml) Cr(VI) 
10 6.00 0. 341 
20 6.00 0. 670 
30 6.00 0.905 
40 6 .00 1.123 
50 6.00 1.155 
60 6.00 1.217 
a Where Bo = initial [Cr(ll)] 






9 . 76 42 .5 
7.70 8o .7 
6. 29 121 
5 .25 164 
4.84 206 
4. 27 241 
2x = [Cr(II)] which has reacted 
(b) T~erature = 4SOC 
[H+] = 0.5M 
+2- - -":t _ 
[ CrCJ-I2I ]initial - 3.19 x 10 "!! 
Aliquot of Abs . of 
T e Reaction So1u. Reacted 
(min) (ml) Cr(VI) 
10 6.00 0. 310 
15 6.00 0. 414 
20 6 .00 0 . 522 
25 6.00 0.555 
45 6.00 0. 725 
60 6 .00 0.805 
+2] - 4 - 2 [Cr initial - 1. 2 X 10 _ 
[Cr(VI)]initial = 1 .19 x 10-~ 
Bo(Ao-x) [Cr(II) ]t 
X 10 ln Ao(Bo-2x) 
9 .95 41.7 
9 . 35 58 .4 
8 .68 85 .5 
8.-44 99 .8 
7. 33 180 
6 .85 232 
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TABLE XIII(continued) . 
(c) Terrperature = 4SOC 
[H+] = O. lM 
[CrCH2I+
2J1n1tial = 3.14 x 10-~ 
Aliquot of Abs . of 
TinE Reaction So1u. Reacted 
(min) (ml) Cr(VI) 
10 6.00 0 . 342 
15 6.00 0.445 
20 6.00 0 .553 
25 6.00 0.581 
42 6.00 0 .751 
70 6.00 0 .831 
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+2] - 2 [Cr initial = 1.21 X 10 ~ 
[Cr(VI)]initial • 1.19 X 10-11. 
[Cr(I~~ 
X 10 It 
1n Bo(Ao-x~ 
Ao(Bo-2x) 
9 .78 41.6 
9.15 58 .7 





StJM'IlARY OF THE 
RATE CONsrANI'S FDR THE DISAPPEARANCE OF Cr( II) 
(H20) 5
CrCH2I + 
2 - Cr( II) SYSTEM 
T (°C) [H+] M ~ x 102 (~1 sec-1) 
4SO 0.1 6.58 :!: 0.24 
45° 0.5 6.77 :t 0.16 
4SO 1.0 6.74 ~ 0.12 
35° 0.1 4.43 ± 0.11 
3SO 0.5 4. 48 ~ 0.14 
3SO 1.0 4. 45 ± 0.13 
2SO 0.1 2.90 ~ 0.18 
25° 0.5 2.85 ~ 0.17 
25° 1.0 2.86 ± 0.14 
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T = 15°C 
~ 
0 14 42 10 98 126 154 182 
Time (minutes) 
Figure 6 . Rate of Disappearance of Cr{II) 
CrCH I+2 - Cr(II) 
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Figure 7 . Rate of Disap~a.T'Cmce of Cr(II) at 2SOC 
CrCH2r+ - Cr(II) 
Tine (minutes) 
Figure 8 • Rate of Dis arance of Cr( II) at 35°C CrCH
2
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Figui'e 9 . 
) 
to be -39 ± 1 e .u. 
B. Pentaaquodliodarethy lchromium( III) - Cr( II) 
The initial rate for the reaction between pentaaqu 
chromium(III) and Cr(II) was determined by measuring the 
ane hyl-
appearance 
of Cr(II) by the titrimetric procedure described ove . It was ob erve 
that the rate \'las dependent on both Cr(II) and ntaaquodi orrethyl-
chromium(III) ion and independent of the hydrogen ion concentration. 
Due to the experimental difficulties in following the kinet c under 
pseu o-first order conditions the data was plotte using various foi"'ffi 
of integrated rate laws . If the rate law 
1/2 -d[Cr(II) J = k [Cr(II) ][ (H 0) CrQIT +2J 
dt B 2 5 2 
is integrated using the stoichiometric reaction ratio of 2 Cr(II) 
+2 to 1 (H2o) 5
crCHI2 the results (same as in equation 1 , page 39) 









= initial [(H2o) 5crCHI2 ] 
B = initial [Cr(II)] 
0 
2x = [Cr(II)] which has reacted 
Data was collected at one minute intervals and the integrated second-
order rate law was obeyed over JIX)re than 50% of the reaction . Tables 
XV thro~ XVIII, list the data for ten experiments which were run 
at four different tenperatures (0° , ~ , 10° , and l~C) and three 
different hydrogen ion concentrations ( 0 .1, 0 . 5, and 1 . OM) . Figures 
10 thrcuEtl 13 shCM typical plots of the data at the four different 
tenperatures. The rate constants were detennined graphically and 
ce>rrpared to those values calculated by the use of the I.OSI cooputer 
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TABlE Y:V 
1NIEGRATED SEOO ORFER RATE ~ATA R 
THE REACTION OF (H2o) 5
crCHI2+ WITH Cr(II) . 
IONIC STRENGTH MAD1l'AINED AT 1 . 0 B'i 10 • 
(a) Temperature = 0°C 
[H+] = l.OM 
(CrCHI2 +2J:Utial = 7 . 37 x 10-~ 
Aliquot of Abs . of 
T1lre Reaction So1u . Reacted 
(min) . (ml) Cr(VI) 
3 5.00 0 . 28o 
4 5.00 0 . 292 
5 5 .00 0 . 302 
6 5. 00 0 . 311 
7 5 .00 0 . 318 
a Where Bo = initial [Cr( II ) ] 
+2] Ao = initial [CrCHI2 
[Cr( II ) )ini ial • 1 . )4 x 10- _ 





7 . 80 80 
6 . 68 702 
5 . 88 872 
5 . 40 978 
4 .92 1 , o8ZJ 
2x = [Cr( II)] which has reac ed 
(b) Tempera ture = 0°C 
[IP"J = 0.9! 
[CrCHI 2 +
2]initial = 1. 27 x 10- ~ 
Aliquot of Abs . of 
Tine Reaction So1u . Reac 
(min) <leas ured ( ml) Cr( ) 
3 5 .00 0 . 296 
4 5. 00 0 . 3 
5 - 5. 00 0 . 321 
6 5. 00 o. 330 
7 5 . 00 
0 . 339 
(Cr{Il)]ini ial • 9 . 10 X 10 _ 
(Cr{Vl))ini lal = 2 . 5 X 1 
[Cr(I )] ... 
7. 10 !.-
6 . 48 ZJ66 
. 21 6511 
4 . 53 788 
3 . 86 966 
3 . 1a 1 ,092 
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TABLE (continued) • 
(c)Temperature = 0°C 
[H+] = O.lM 
[CrCHI2+2]1nitial = 1.26 x 10-3~ 
Aliquot of Abs . of 
TiiTe Reaction Solu . Reacted 
(mln) Measured (ml) Cr(VI) 
3 5.00 0.220 
4 5.00 0. 241 
5 5.00 0.255 
6 5.00 0. 266 
7 5.00 0. 279 
[Cr(II)]initial = 2.71 X 10-3M 
[Cr(VI)]initial = 2. 45 x 10-4~ 
[Cr(I~)]t Bo(Acr-x) 





7. 85 1 ,031 
TABLE XVI 
INI'EGRATED SEOOND ORDER RATE ~ATA FOR 
THE REAGriON OF (H2o) 5
crCHI2+ WITH Cr(II). 
IONIC STRENGI'H MA.INTAJNED AT 1.0!:1 BY NaCl04• 
(a) Tenperature = SOC 
[H+] = l.OM 
[CrCHI2+
2Jinitial = 7.37 x 10- 4M 
Aliqubt of Abs . of 
Tilre Reaction So1u. Reacted 
(min) M:!asured (ml) Cr(VI) 
3 5.00 0.290 
4 5.00 0 . 303 
5 5.00 0. 313 
6 5.00 0.320 
7 5.00 0. 324 
a Where Bo = initial [Cr(II)] 
Ao = initial [CrCHI2+2] 
(Cr(II)]initial = 1.34 X 10-~ 










2x = [Cr(II)] which has reacted 
(b) Temperature = 5°C 
[WJ = o.5!i 
[CrCHI2+
2Jinitial = 1.06 X 10-~ 
Aliquot of Abs . of 
Ti.rre Reaction So1u . Reacted 
(min) Measured (ml) Cr(VI) 
3 5 0.226 
4 5 0.251 
5 5 0.265 
6 5 0. 270 
1 5 0. 28o 
[Cr(II)]initial = 2.84 x 10-~ 
[Cr(VI)]initial = 2.64 X 10- 4!:1 
[Cr(I~)]t 









TABLE XVI (continued) . 
(c) T~erature = S°C 
[H ] = O.lM 
[CrCHI2+2J~tial = 1.06 x 1o-1M 
Aliquot of Abs . of 
Tine Reaction So1u. Reacted 
(min) Measured (ml) Cr(VI) 
3 s 0.319 
4 s 0.331 
s s 0 . 340 
6 s 0.355 
7 s 0.370 
[Cr(II)]initial = 1.86 x 10-~ 












OO'EGRATED SEOOND ORDER RATE DATA FOR 
'lliE REACTIO OF (H2o) 5
crCHI2 +2 WITH Cr(II) . 
IONIC STRENGTH MAmr AINED AT 1. BY aC10 4. 
(a) Terrperature = 10°C 
[H+] = l.OM 
[CrCHI2+2]1n1tial = 9 . 22 X 10-~ 
Aliquot of Abs . of 
Time Reaction So1u. Reacted 
(min) (ml) Cr(VI) 
3 5.0 0. 320 
4 5.0 0 . 330 
5 5.0 0.341 
6 5.0 0 . 349 
7 5.0 o. 356 
a Where Bo = initial [Cr(II)] 
Ao =initial [CrCHI2+
2J 
[Cr(II))initial- 1. 34 X 10-~ 
(Cr(VI))initial • 2. 45 X 10-~ 
ccr<rn>J 
X 10 







2x = [Cr(II)] which has reacted 
(b) Temperature = 10°C 
[11+ ] = 0 . ~ 
[CrCHI2+2J~tial = 1 . 47 X 10-J~ 
Aliquot of Abs . of 
Time React on So1u . Reacted 
(min) (ml) Cr(VI) 
3 o. 319 
4 0. 330 
5 0 . 347 
6 0 . 356 
7 o. 364 
[Cr (II)J ial = 2.01 x 10- 1_ 
4 - 4 [Cr(VI)]initial = 2. 5 x 10 _ 
Bo(Ao-x) [Cr(I ) ] 
1n Ao( 2x) X 10 
4.72 745 
3.53 957 
2.64 1 ,200 
2.01 1, 430 
1. 7 1,710 
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TABLE XVII( continued) . 
(c) Temperature = 10°C 
[H+] = O. lM 
[CrCHI2+
2Jinitial = 1.13 X 10-~ 
Aliquot of Abs . of 
Tine Reaction So1u. Reacted 
(min) (ml) Cr(VI) 
3 5.0 0.330 
4 5.0 0.342 
5 5.0 0. 352 
6 5.0 0.362 
7 5.0 0.370 
[Cr(II)]initial = 1.36 x 10=~ 








1.68 1, 48o 
1.08 1 ,910 
TABLE XVII 
1NIEGRATED SECO ORIER RATE ATA R 
THE REACTIO OF C +2 Cr(II) . 
2 
Tenperature = 1s<'C 
[WJ = 1.0!1 
[ +2] - - ':t _ CrCHI2 initial - 1.13 X 10 ~ 
(Cr(II)]ini 
1 
• 1 . x 10-
(Cr(VI} ]ini i • 2. 5 X 10-
Aliquot of 




a Where Bo = initial [Cr(II)] 
Ao = initial [CrCHI2 +2 J 
Abs . of 
Reac ed 
Cr(VI) 
0 . 710 
0 . 722 
2x = [Cr(II)] which has acted 
[Cr(~)] 
X 10 
2 . ~0 9J> 
1.56 1 , 248 
60 
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Flgure 10. Rate of Disappearance of Cr(II) 
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Figure 11. Rate of Disappearance of Cr(II) 
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Figure 12 . Rate of Disappearance of Cr(II) 
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Figure 13. 
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6 
program (Appendix) . The kB values calculated by the two procedures 
agreed within 0 .1% . A Stm1Tla.I'y of the cooputer calculated rate constants 
at diff erent tenperatures and hydrogen i on concentrations is presented 
in Table XIX . The activation parameters , A 0' and A s:f: , were cal-
culated f'rom equation 2 , page 39 , using the cooputer program, REGI 
(Appendix ). The value of AW was calculated to be 6 . 5 ± 0. 5 KcaJ/roole 
and A s:f: t o be - 32 ± 1 e . u . 
Consecutive Second-Order Reactions 
The reduction of pentaaquodiiodorethylchrOmium(III) ion with 
Cr(II ) produces pentaaquoiOOnoiodorethylchranium(III) ion wh ch sub-
sequently reduced by Cr( II) to ITE hane . The calculation of the rate 
constant for the first reaction is thus complicated by the second 
reaction . In order to examine the possibility of a long lived in-
tenrediate being foi"l'red in the reduction of the first organochromiwn 
corrplex to the second , the decrease in the (H2o) 5crCHI2+
2 concentra io 
at time t in the reaction (calculated from the integra ed second-order 
rate law) was compared to the exper-imentally determined concen ratio 













I+2 w th Cr(II) during the tire of the experiment 
( ~ minutes) to e egli ble due to t e ery large difference in the 
utude of the rate co stants (kB eing ITUlch larger than kA) · T'ne 








\'las equ· 1 to the co centration of CH2o) 5creH2I 
fo ned v thin experimen al error . 
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TABlE XIX 
StJM.tARY OF THE 
RATE OONSTAm'S FOR THE DISAPPEARANCE OF Cr(II) 
(H2o) 5
crCHI2+
2 - Cr(II) SYSTEM 
oo 0.1 2.66 ~ 0.13 
oo 0.5 2.72 ± 0.14 
oo 0.1 2.77 ± 0.16 
so 0.1 3.29 ~ 0.18 
so 0.5 3. 31 ± 0.17 
so 1.0 3.38 ~ 0.18 
10° 0.1 4.15 ~ 0. 23 
10° 0.5 4.09 ± 0. 17 
10° 1.0 4.11 ± 0.19 
15° 1.0 5.08 ± 0.22 
TABlE XX 
CALaJLATION OF [CrCH2r+
2J FROM AN INI'EGRATED SECOND 







WITH Cr( II) . 
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[Cr(II1]b [CrCHI +2]c 
Experilrentally Calcula¥2dd 
~ [Cr(II~]t ~reasured [CrCH2I ] (min.) X 10 O 2 [crCH2
r+2] X 10 
X 103r.t X 10~ 
X 10~ 
3 2.94 1.21 1.29 8 . 54 8 . 68 
3 4.71 2.01 1.89 12 . 6 13 . 5 
3 1.36 0 . 240 1.13 5 . 50 5 . 58 
3 3.38 1.14 1.46 10 . 3 11.2 
4 1.36 0. 156 1.13 5 . 43 5 .96 
b initial [Cr(II)] 
c initial [CraiT +2] 
2 
d calculated from the integrated second order rate law equation · 
¥ctrophotaretr1c Measurerrents of the Kinetics of the Reactioo between 
Pentaaguorronoiodomethylchrom.it.m~(lli) Ion and Cr(ll)-
Atterrpts were made to follow the kinetics of the pentaaquaoono-
icxlornethylchromium(III) - Cr(II) reaction using spectroscopy . Since 
pentaaquoiodochromium(III) ion , a product of the reaction, undergoes 
aquation to hexaaquochromium(ITI) ion at a rate s1m1lar to that of 
the disappearance of ·pentaaquoronoiodonethy lchromium( III) ion , the 
absorbance changes were rreasured at 524 ran, an isosbestic point for 
pentaaquoicxlochromium(III) and he.xaaquochromitml(III) ions .. The data 
for a representative experiment is presented 1n Table XXI . '!he ab-
sorbance increased to a rna.x:1.rm.Im and then decreased . 
Kinetics of Methane Production from the Reaction of Pentaaguomono-
iodomethylChromium(III) Ion - cr[ff)- -
The kinetics of the production of rrethane were followed using 
the apparatus shown in Figure 5 . The concentration of methane pr<r 
duced at a given time t was calculated from he ~~ange n position 
L - L 
of the rrercury plug. The ratio , L _ L t ( here Li = initial pos tion 
i f 
of rrercury plug, Lt = po ion of plug at time t, and Lf = final 
po ition of plug) , which expresses the relative amount of methane 
gas reduced at tine t , ,. as mul i l ed by he to al conce tration of 
methane produced . A typical plot of [Cl ] with tilre is presented 
in Figure 15-
'Ihc change in the sit on of the mercury plug for a specific 
. . Lt - Lt _ !;. L 
tl..!lE mterval , t _ t, - A t , is roiX>rtional o he rate of pr<r 
ductio of 11~thane , d[CHJ) . 1\ lot of A L/ A t versus time for an 
dt 
experi.rrent in \·lhich the initial [Cr(II)] vTas abo t eigtlt times the 
initial [CrCH?I+2] is .. -m in Figure 14. 
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TABlE XXI 
ABSORBM CE VS. TIME FOR THE REACTION OF 
(H20)f~I+2 AND Cr(II) UNDER SECOND ORDER CONDITIONS 
Cell path = 2. 00 em 
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Figure 15. Production of Me hane from the 
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Flgu1 e 4. Rate of Produc oo of ethane 
·lith Ti.Ire 
This plot together with the spectrophotometric da a resented 
1n Table XXI , s uggests that a long- lived organochromium 1ntenrediate 







I+2] (50 :1 to 70 :1) . It was then asst.ured 
that the rate of productio of rethane was first-order (or pseudo-firs t-
order) 1n the intel'll'ediate and therefore the system should be trea ed 
as one of consecutive first order reactions : 
A kc >I ~C 







kc = kA [Cr(II)] initial 
I = intermediate 
C = CH4 
The se t of simultaneous differe t al equat ons for t h s sy em 1s : 
- dA ---ar- = kc [ A] ( 3) 
-: = - kc [ Al+ ki [ IJ (4) 
dC 
dt, = ki [I] (5) 
I ( intei'Irediate) i related to A and C y the f o11o\' ne; co ervat en 
of rr.cms e>,:pression : I = A
0 
- A - C, whe1-e A
0 
= init al [ ( 20) 5 






I +2] at a given time 1 he reac io: \·: 1 c can e 
calcu1a from kc (kna.-m from t e data on the disa earance of 
chro um( II )) an t e integrate '"ccond o er rate la . 
'Therefore , t:he rate co iSta.'1t , ki' can be calculate from equa ion 
~ above , \'l. th d t, being determine e;raph cally ~ m the [ C'l4] ve u·· 
time plot (first der i - ativc from con truct o of t<lnD" t 1 ~ ) · 
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ki was evaluated from a nunber of different points during a single 
kinetics experinent . The data is prese ted in Table XXII and stnn-
' 
marized 1n Table XXIII . The rate constant kr sho'IS a dependence 
+ I + 
on [H ] and values of ki = ki/[H ] are also reported in Table XXIII. 
For consecutive irreversible first-order reactions 1n which 
+2 
there is no change in the nunt>er of rrolecules , via one (H20) 5
crCHi 
(A) produces one 1nte!"1redia e (I) which produces one CH4 (C), the 
solution for C of the simultaneo differential equations , 3 - 5 is 
kr e-kct kc e-kit 
[C] = [A] 1 - + 
o k1 - kc ki - kc 
where [A]
0 







By substitut:lng the calculated values of ki into this equation it 
was possible to calculate the methane concentration at specific times, 
and co are these values .,. h t e exper1mental rreasured methane 
concentrations . The results are s\..UI1Tlai'ized in Table XXlV . 'lhe cal-
culaved cud measw d methane conccn rations agree \'lith 1% . 
A nurrber of experime t in wh ch [ Cr( II) ] was not a great deal 






I ] ·iere also don •. nder these conditio 
he react on bccorre on=- of irrc 1c 1 le second- order fi t-order 
(actually pse dcrflrst-order s cc r· +]>> I]) . 'lhe ystem of dif-
ferential uat ons for the rate lmoJ of the sequence is then : 
+2 -d[CrCH I +2J 
= kc [Cr(II)] [ (H2o) 5CrCH;:? ] = dt :> (6) 
d~~] = kc [Cr(II)] [(H 2o) 5Cr~2I+?]- ki [I] [H+] (7) 





RA'IE OF PRODUC1'IO OF METHANE UNDER 
CONDITIO S OF EXCESS Cr(II) . 
IONIC STRENGI'H MAmrAINED AT 1. 0 ~ 




= 1.11 x 10-~ 
[Cr(II)] = 6.52 x 10-2M 
0 -
Tirre L [CHlJ] d[CHlJ] 
X 107 
X 104 (min) (em) dt 
20 2.9 2.94 3. 25 
25 2.4 4.00 2. 69 
30 2.3 4.75 2.63 
35 2.2 5.50 2. 41 
40 1.9 6.13 1.95 
45 1.8 6.65 1.83 
11Ml - 1 ki x 10 _ sec 
4. 611 :!: 0.3 
11 .17 ± 0.2 
11 . 40 :!: 0.1 
4. 47 :!: 0.1 
4. 23 ! 0.1 
4.18 ! 0.2 
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+ ki~[H J = 







Average = 5.06 x 10- 3:!: 0.3 
(b) [H+] = l.OM 
+2- -~ 
[CrCH2I ]. tial = 1. 23 x 10 ~ - 2 [Cr(II)]ini ial = 6. 511 x 10 "!1 
Time 








































Ave~e = 5.46 x 10- 3 :!: 0.2 
TAniE XXII (cont nue ) . 





I ] ini _ t a1 
[Cr(II)]initial = 
., 
It' )0_11 • :.> • M 
.6 X 10-;> 
) -1 -1 
rl' ' L [CH4] cl[CIIIt I LO'( k 
.X 1011r.1 
---·Y I 
X )0 ·1 .1 kl(ll ] 
. .. -
( min) (em) 
22 3.6 6 . 3~ lt . 01 
25 2.6 7. 41 : . . 86 
30 1.7 8.20 l. 
., 
35 1.1 8 .55 
1 . ';'( 
110 0. 7 8.92 0 . {'( 
115 0. 4 9 .15 0 . 116 
(d) [H+] = 0 .094 
[C 2r+2Jinitial = 4 . ?1 X 10- ~ 
[Cr(II)]initial = 2 .1 X 10 
- ., 
Tilre L [CH4J 
(min ) (em) X 10
1II~ 
15 18 12 . 8 
19.1 
20 10 16 .1 
11.2 
25 8.7 20 . 2 
9 .61 
30 7.6 22. 8 
8 . 43 
35 7.0 25 . 8 
7 .82 
40 6.5 28 .0 
7 .16 
----
.:n- .0 5 .0'( 
:_, .50 
, l . 1 .2 I .61 -
? .23.!: 0.1 II. ? 
2 .I I ...: 0.1 ., . 0 
Aver~~ = ? .0 I x 10-3 .!: 0. 
., -1 
K- X 10 • 
0 .52 - 0 .01 
o . ~ - o .o2 
0 .?3 ! 0.02 
o . r;l :! o .o 
0 .53 :!: 0.02 
o . 9 - 0 .02 






TABLE XXII {continued) . 
(e) [H+] = 0.0931M 
[crCH2r+
2Jin1tial = 2.38 x 1o-3~ 
[Cr(II)]initial = 2.13 x 10- 1M 
TiriE L [CHij] d[CH4] 7 kr x 10~1sec-1 
(min) (em) X 104M dt X 10 M 
20 7.4 9.38 8.17 0. 48 ± 0.02 
25 5.5 11 .4 6.06 o. lJ7 ± o.o2 5.05 
30 4.6 12.9 5.12 0.51 ! 0.01 5.1J7 
35 lJ . l 14 .5 4.51 0.50 ! 0.00 5. 36 
40 3.6 15 .8 3.96 0.52 ± 0.02 5.57 
45 3.1 16.9 3.41 0.53 ! 0.01 5.71 
Average = 5.40 x 1o- 3 ~ 0.3 
[H+] 






SUMMARY OF THE 
RATE OONSTANTS FOR THE ProOOCTIOO OF 
mTHANE UNDER OONDITIOOS OF EXCESS Cr( II) a 
Initial Initial ~X 103 
[CrCH I+2J x 103 [cr+2J x 102 ( m-lsec-1) 2 
.945 5.66 + 2.3 - .0.1 
1.11 6.52 .44± 0.02 
1.23 6. 54 5.5 ! 0.2 
4. 21 21.1 .52± 0.02 








+ -3 Average 5. 3 - 0.3 x 10 
a Ionic strength maintained at 1.0_ by aCl04, T = 2SOC 
b Each value is the average of at least six calculations at various 
points in the reaction . 
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TABIE XXIV 
RATE OF ME!'HANE Prooocrro CALCULATED FRa-1 
INrEGRATED 00 SECUI'IVE FIRST ORDER EQUATIO 
Time K~/[WJ Exper:iJren~ Calculat~da 
(min.) [H+] x 1o-3 [CH4J x 10 _ [CH4] x 10 M 
20 0.086 5.06 2.94 2.87 
35 0.086 5.06 4.75 4.81 
25 0.46 5.04 7.41 7.36 
40 0.46 5.04 8.92 8.88 
15 1.0 5.46 8.83 8.88 
35 1.0 5.46 11.9 1L5 
a [CH4] calculated !'rom the integrated consecutive first order equatioo . 
assuming the relationship holds that 
[ ] - [( +2 +2 I t - H20)5CrCH2I ]o - [(H20)5CrCH2I ]t - [CH4]t 
+2 where [(H2o) 5
crCH2I ]0 
= the initial concentration 
[CH4Jt = concentration of CH4 at time t 







was calculated from the integrated second-order rate law , (equation 1) • 
CH4 concentration was ~reasured experimentally . - A graphical solution 
(by a series of constructed tangent lines on the [CH
4
Jt plot) was 
errployed to determine d[CH4]/dt . The data is listed 1n Table 'X:RI 
and sl.ll1lTlai'ized in Table xx:vi . The rate constant ki shows a deperrlence 
+ ' + on [H ] and values of ~ = I<:ri[H ] are also reported 1n Table 'X:RII . 
In order to corrpare he [CH4 ]t v.rith an evaluated [CH4 ]t us ng 
the above calculated k
1 
and the simultaneous differential equat ons , 
6 thro~ 8, it was neces~ary to derive a new integrate equat on 
(derivation pre ented in the Ape dix) : 
- k t B ( 
[C J = _§_ - P e I - ki a Q kA ' ki ' , 6 , t) 
t ki 




2 0 whe B0 = [Cr(II)]initial 
+2 
A o = [(H2o> sera 2r Jini t al 




RATE OF ~DUGriON OF METHANE FOR THE REAGriON OF 
(~o) 5CrCH2r+ AND Cr (II) UNDER SEOOND OHlER CONDrriONS . 
IONIC STRENarH MA.mrAlNED Kr 1. Of! BY aClO 
4
. 
(a) Tenperature = 2SOC 
[H+] = 1.01~ 
(CrCH2r+2Jinitial = 2.17 X 10- 3M 
Ti.rre L [CH4 ] d[CH4J 
X 107 (min) ( em) X 104l1_ dt 
10 6.9 2. 35 
15 9.7 5.67 
20 7. 8 8. 29 7.05 
25 6.9 10 .7 6.21 
30 6.0 12 . 7.. 5.41 
35 5. 2 14 .5 4.69 
40 3-9 15 .8 3.58 
45 3.3 16 .9 2.97 
50 2.8 17 .9 
55 2.4 18.7 
60 1. 8 19 .3 
65 1.4 19 .8 
70 1.2 20 .2 
- 2 [Cr(ll) ]initial = 2.97 X 10 ~ 
3r.t- 1 - 1 kr/[H+J = kr x 10 _ sec 
k' x 1o¥1sec 
5.62 :!: 0.2 5.62 
+ 5.16 - 0.2 5.16 
5.04 ± 0.3 5.04 
+ 5.51 - 0.1 5.51 
5.47 ± 0.1 5.47 
5.56 ± 0.2 5. 56 
-3 + 2 Average = 5.39 x 10 - 0. 
- 1 
TABlE XXY (continued) • 
(b) Tenperature = 2S0C 
[H+] = O.SOJ.!1 
[CrCH2I+
2J1nitial = 2.74 X 10-~ 
Time L [CH4] d[CH4] 
X 107 . (mirl) (em) X 10~ dt .. 
10 10.1 3.65 
15 10.5 7.01 10 .8 
20 8.9 9.84 8.83 
25 7.2 12.3 7.67 
30 6.3 14.4 5.88 
35 5.5 16.6 5.54 
40 4.7 17.9 4.63 
45 3.9 19.2 
50 3.2 20 . 3 
55 2.7 21.2 
60 2.2 22.2 
65 1.8 22 .9 
70 1.6 23.5 
80 
[Cr(II)]initial = 2.09 x 1o- 4M 
kr x 10~1sec-l k1/[H+J = 
k ' x lo3r.rlsec-1 
2.78 ± 0.2 5.55 
2.41 ± 0.2 4.81 
2.40 ± 0.2 4.79 
2.67 ± 0.1 5. 33 
2.77 ± 0.2 5.53 
2. 44 ± 0.2 4.87 
- 3 + 0.3 Average = 5.15 x 10 -
TABLE XXV (continued). 
(c) Te~q:>erature = 2SOC 
[H+] = 0.228M 
(CrCH2I+2J~tia1 = 1.88 X 10-~ 
T1.rre L [CH4] d[CH4J 
X 107 (min) (em) X 104M dt 
10 4.5 2.01 
15 5.2 4. 26 
2Q 7.2 6.56 6.63 
25 6.0 8.65 6.25 
30 5.5 10 .4 5.17 
35 4.0 11.8 4.07 
40 3.5 12 .9 3. 58 
45 2.8 13.9 3.25 
50 2. 4 14 .6 
55 2.1 15 .4 
60 1.7 15.9 
65 1.6 16.5 
70 1.4 17.0 
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[Cr(II) ]initial = 3.03 x 10-~ 
k1 x 10~
1sec - 1 KI/[H+] = 







- 3 + Average = 5.14 x 10 - 0. 3 
[I-f*" ] 




Init ial In t tal 
[CrCH r+2J X 103 2 [Cr(LI )] . 10
2 
1.88 3 .03 
2 . 74 2 .0 







a Ionic trength malntained at l. O!i by NaC104 , '1' = 25°C 
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+ I kri[H J =-= I<r 
X 10~:.f"1:;r:c-l 
5.111 
r: . l5 
5.3 
'lhe indef'1n:1.te integral Q was effecti vel.y approximated by the in-
tegrated Taylor series expression: 
The rate constant , kA , is known from the data on the disappearance 
of Cr( II ) and k1 can be calculated from equation 8. 'Ihe calculated 
values of [CH4Jt are presented i n Table XXVII. 'lhe experiirental 
[CH4Jt values agree within 1% of the calculated values . 
Gas - Liquid Chroma ogr:aphy 
The rate of formation of ret hane \'las also reasured by gas- liquid 
chromatography for t he reaction of Cr(II) and pentaaquorronoiodorne hyl-
chromium(III) ion. M asured allquots of Jrethane were reroved f'rcrn the 
gps phase and placed on the GLC colurm at f1 ve min te i tervals . The 
concent ration of me hane at a speci fic tire during he course of 
the ac ion \'las calculated from t he relat ve hei 9lt of t e recorded 
met a! e peak. total concen rati on of rethane produced · as 
multipl ed by a r at ' o of a peak height at a specific t 
f inal peak heigtlt (hf) . The data is ported n Table roriii The 









= initial concentrati on of the canplex 
and [CH4Jt i s the co cen rat o at tirre 
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TABLE XXVII 
RA'lE OF ME1'HANE PRODUCTION CALCULATED FroM 
INIEGRATED CONSEClJI'IVE SECOND-FIRST ORDER EQUATIO 
Tire k' Experiiren~al Calculateda 
[H+] II[H+] (min) [CH4] X 10 M [CH4J x 10 M 
25 1.0 5.39 10 .7 10.5 
30 1.0 5.39 12 .7 12 .6 
30 0.5 5.15 14 .4 14 .5 
35 0.5 5.15 16 .6 16 .4 
25 0.1 5.14 8.65 8.70 
30 0.1 5.14 10 . 4 10".5 





[(Hp)5CrCH2I ]t was evaluated from the integrated rate law , (equatioo l) 
and d[CH4 ]/dt was detennined graphically from the ~thane vs tizre plot 
(determ1nation of the first derivative) . '!be data is presented 1n 
Table XXVIII. The rate constant, ki' as in the case of the above 
+] I + experi.Jients shows a dependence on [H and values of ki = 1tri[H ] 
I 
are also reported. The relatively large uncertainty in kp 5. 46 x 
-3 + 10 - 1.17, can partly be accounted for in the relatively large 
error in ~asuring the peak hei~ts , and hence the nethane concentratioo . 
Chromiunr-51 Tracer Studies 
Reaction of Labeled PentaaguaoonoiodC>I'rethylchromium(III) Ion and 
UnlabeledCr( II) --
Labeled penta.aquom:moiodomethylchromium(III) ion was reacted 
with unlabeled Cr(II) . '!be products were separated on an ion-exchange 
collU1111 and diluted to 100 ml . One ml of the pentaaquodidoch.romium(III) 
f'raction was then counted with a liquid scintillation spec er · 
'!be pentaaquoiodochromium(III) f'raction was found to be radio-
active , with an activi y of 3 , 215 counts/minute/ml . 
Reaction of Pentaaguod.t. odorrethylchroml..um(III) Ion ____h. Labe ed r(II) 
Unlabeled pentaaquodiiodomethylchromium(III) ion \"as reacted w th 
labeled Cr(II) . The chromium products were separated o an ion-exchange 
column and diluted to 100 ml . One ml of the solutio \" ere hen 
counted with a liquid scintillation specti'Olreter . Total chrOmilli.l 
determinations were al o performed on each fraction . 
The purpose of the e experiments was not only to determine if 
all of the f'ractions 'I'Iere radioactive , but also to determ:lne t e 
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TABLE XXVIII 
RATE CONSTANI'S FOR 'IHE PRODUGriON OF' ME:rHANE MEASURED BY GLCa 




























+ 3.25 - 0.53 
2.51 ± 0.21 
1.90 ± 0.82 
2.02 ± 0.70 
2.79 ± 0.07 
3.89 ± 1.10 
ki/[H+] = 
Is! x 1o3r.1 






Average = 5.46 x 1o-3 ± 1.17 
a [Irt] = O. SM 
Ionic Strength maintained at l.O!i by NaC104 
Temperature = 25°C 
relative number of counts/minute in each fraction . 
'Ihe specific activity (x) of the chrom:1.um fractions was obtained 
fran the neasured activity (n) by use of the following equation: 
x = n/[Cr complex] 
'Ihe measured activity (n) (counts/minute/ml) was divided by the nblar 
concentration of the chromium cooplex giving the specific activity 
(x) (units: counts/m1nute/ll11Dle) . The results of four expe~nts 
are listed in Table XXIX . All of the chrorn1.um products were labeled . 
The ratio of the specific activities of pentaaquoroonoiod<:llrethyl-
chroml.um( III) ion to the total specific activity of all the chranium 
products varied from 0 . 275 to 0 . 314 , depending on the length of reaction 
tine (3 to 4 minutes) and on the initial [Cr(II) - 51] added . The smaller 
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ratios were associated with shorter reaction times (3 minutes) and larger [Cr(II)] . 
The specific activity of Cr(II) (.-lhich was corrpletely consumed in the 
reaction) agreed within 3% of the total specific activity of the products . 
Reaction between Labeled Pentaaouod11odomethylchrom1um(III) Ion and 
Labeled Cr(II) --
The labeled organochrorrrium(III) complex was mixed and labeled 
Cr(II) and allowed to react . Th chromium products were separated 
on an ion-exchange colwm and diluted to 100 ml. And as in the other 
cases 1 m1 of the separated canplex fra.ct ons was counted with a 
liquid sc tillation s ctrometer . Total chromium determinations "YTere 
also made on each fraction . These exper rents served as a control 
and also allo.·1ed a s o chioretri.c c~arison of spec fie activity 
and nLIJ1'iJer of milli.m:>les of each product . The results of two ex-
per:i.ments are reported in Table XXX . 
(a) 
TABlE XXIX 
THE SPECIFIC Ac:r!NI!rY OF CHROMIUM PROOOc:r!S OF THE REACriON 
BE'l"vlEDl PENI'AAQOODIIOOOMETHYLCHROMIUM(Ill) AND LABELED Cr(II) . 
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Corrpound 
Activity Concentration Qf 
(counts/min/ml) fractions x lOj 
(mnole/ml) 








[H+] = l.OM 
68,554 
(c.rarr2+2Jinitial = 2.20 X 10- 1M 









Specific Activity of Cr(II) - 83 ,505 x 103 coLU1ts/min/l'J1TOle (ini ial) 
Total Activity of Cr Products= 80 , 767 counts/min/mmole 
Specific Activity Ratio (crCH2I+
2/Total chromium products) = 0 .281 
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TABlE XXIXContinued) • 
(b) Activity Concentration Qf 
Compmmd (counts/m1n/ml) fractions x 10j 
(trm:)1e/ml) 
Specific Activity x 10-3 
(counts/m1n/mmo1e) 
Cri+2 16 , 502 0 . 66 
CrCH2I+
2 31 , 806 1 . 36 
CrCHI2 +2 o. 80 
Cr+3 68 ,963 2. 13 
[H+] = l.OM 
[CrCHI2+
2Jinitial = 2 . 20 X 10-~. 
[Cr(II)]initial = 2 . 79 x 10-~ 




Specific Activity of Cr(II) = 83,546 x 103 counts/m1n/nmo1e (initial) 
Total Activity of Cr Products = 80 ,767 x 103 cou.11ts/rn1.n/nm01e 
+2 8 Spec fie Activity Ratio ( CrCH2I /l'otal chromium roducts) = 0. 2 9 
(c) 
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TA&E XJClJ\ continued) • 
Coopound 
Activity Concentration Qf 
(counts/min/ml) fractions x 10.:s 
(moo1e/ml) 









[H+] = l.OM 
. +2 -~­
[CrCHI2 )initial = 2 . 20 X 10 ~ 





Activity of Cr(II) = 173 , 216 counts/min/ml (initial) 
25,777 
25 , 927 
29 , 828 
Specific Activity of Cr(II) = 84 , 208 x 103 counts/min/moo1e (initial) 
Total Activity of Cr Products = 81 , 532 x 103 counts/min/mmo1e 
Specific Activity Ratio ( crCH
2
I +2 /l'otal chromium products) = 0. 318 
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TABIE XXIX (Continued) 
(d) Activity Concentration of 
Canpound (counts/m1n/ml) tractions x 10.:S 
(nmo1e/ml) 










[H+] = l.OM 
[CrCHI2+
2Jinitial = 2.20 X 10-~ 





Activity of Cr(II) = 173 , 216 counts/min/mmo1e (initial) 
27 ,902 
25 , 864 
28,501 
Specific Activity of Cr(II) = 84 , 220 x 103 counts/min/nmo1e (initial) 
Total Activity of Cr Products = 82 , 266 x 103 counts/min/mmo1e 
Specific Activity Ratio ( CrCH
2




THE SPECIFIC ACTrvrrY OF ClllU.ffiJM PRODUCTS OF THE REA I 
IErWEEN LABELED PENrAAQUODIIOOOMErHYLCHROMIUM(III) AND LABELED Cr (II) 
Concentrations of 
Activity fractions (mmo1e/rnl) Specific ActiVity x 10-3 
X 103 Compound (counts/min/ml) 
Cri+2 11 ,293 
CrCH I+2 16,881 2 
crarr +2 12,1401 2 
cr+3 22,215 
[H+] = l.OM 
(CrCHI2+2~tial = 2.09 X 10-~ 





Activity of Cr(II) = 66 , 8214 counts/min/ml (initial) 
(counts/min/mmo1e) 
114,859 
12 , 788 
17 , 716 
11,277 
Specific Activity of Cr(II) = 30 , 121 x 103 counts/min/rrm:>1e (initial) 
Activity of CrCHI2+
2 = 55 , 5143 counts/min/rnl 
Specific Activity of crCHI2+2 = 26 ,791 x 103 counts/min/rnmo1e 
Total Activity of Cr Products = 38 ,924 x 103 coun s/min/mmo1e 
Specific Activity Ratio ( CrCH2r+
2 /I'otal chromium produc s) = 0 . 329 
(b) 
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TABLE XXX (Continued) 
Canpound 
Activity Concentration Qf 
(counts/rnin/ml) fractions x 10~ 
(nmo1e/ml) 
Specific Activity x 10-~ 
(counts/min/rmr::>1e) -
err+2 12 , 773 
CrCH r+2 
2 37, 257 
CrCHI +2 
2 10,412 
Cr+3 23 , 875 
[H+] = l.OM 
(CrCHI2+
2Jin1tial = 2.09 X 10-~ 









12 , 767 
Specific Activity of Cr(II) = 30 ,102 x 103 counts/rn1n/UJ001e (initial) 
Activity of CrCHI2+
2 = 55 ,543 
+2 3 Specific Activity of crCHI2 = 26 ,791 x 10 counts/min/mmo1e 
Total Activity of Cr Products= 40 ,717 x 103 counts/min/mmo1e 
Specific Activity Ratio ( CrCH2I+
2 trotal chromium products) = 0. 334 
9~ 
The ratio of the specific activity of pentaaquonnnoiodorrethylchromium(III) 
ion to the total specific activity of the chromium roducts was 0 . 33~ . 
The ITIIDle ratio of pentaaquonnnoiodorrethylchromium(III ) ion to the 
total chromitnn product was 0. 333 . 
Reaction of Labeled Pentaaguodiiodomethylchromium(III) Ion and Un-
labeled crrrr) - - -
'!he reactants were mixed and the reaction was allo ·red to go 
to corrpletion. 'Ihe products were separated on an ion-exchange colwm 
and diluted to 100 ml vollllre. One m1. of the diluted fractions was 
counted by a liquid scintillation spectrometer . Total chranium 
determ1nations were also made on each fraction . The results are lis ted 
in Table XXXI for four experirrents . All of the f'ractions were found 
to be labeled. The specific activity ratio for pentaaquomonoiodo-
rethylchromium(ITI) ion to the total chromium products varied fran 
0. 367 to O . ~ll, depending on the length of the reaction time (3 to 
4 minutes ) and on the initial concentration of Cr(II) added . The 
larger ratio values are associated ·rith shorter reaction times (3 
utes) and l~r [Cr(II)] . 
(a) 
TABIE XXXI 
THE SPECIFIC ACTIVrl'Y OF CHROMIUM PRODUCTS OF THE REACTIOO 
BENEEN LABELED PENrAAQUODIIOm1ETHYLCHROMIUM( III) AND UNLABElED Cr( II) 
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Activity Concentration ~f Specific Activity x 10-3 
Conpound ( counts/min/ml) fractions x 10 (counts/min/mmo1e) 
(mmo1e/ml) 
err+2 1,948 0. 76 2,563 
~r+2 4,973 1.58 3,147 
CrCHI +2 
2 3,125 0.97 3,222 
Cr+3 5,973 2. 43 2,458 
[H+] = 1.0!1 
+2] - 6 - 3 [CrCHI2 initial - 2. 1 X 10 
[Cr(III)]initial = 3. 30 x 10-3 
Activity of CrCHI2+
2 = 30 , 409 counts/rnin/ml (initial) 
Specific Activity of CrCHI
2 
+2 = 11,662 x 103 counts/min/IIJTX)1e (initial) 
Total Activity of Cr Products = 8,168 x 103 counts/min/mmo1e 
Specific Activity Ratio (CrCH2I+
2!J'otal chromium products) = 0. 385 
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TABlE XXXI (Continued). 
(b) Activity Concentration ~f 
CorrpOtmd ( counts/rnin/ml) fractions x 10 
Specific Activity x lo-3 
(counts/m1n/mmo1e) 
(I1'1'001e/ml) 
err+2 2,376 0.85 2 , 795 
c~r+2 5,427 1. 72 3,155 
CrCHI +2 
2 3,313 1.02 3,248 
er+3 6,187 2.53 2 ,445 
[H+] = l.OM 
[ +2] - -3 CrCHI2 initial- 2.75 X 10 
[Cr(II))initial = 3.48 x 10-3 
+2 Activity of CrCHI
2 
= 32 ,109 counts/m1n/ml (initial) 
Specific Activity of CrCHI
2 
+2 = ll, 718 counts/min/rrmo1e (initial) 
Total Activity of Cr Products = 8,395 x 103 coun s/m1n/mmo1e 
Specific Activity Ratio (CrCH2I+
21!'otal chraniurn products) = 0 . 376 
TABlE XXXI (Continued) • 
(c) Activity Concentration of 
Conpound (counts/mln/ml) tractions x 103 
( mno1e/ml) 





[H+] = 1.0M 
[CrCHI2+2~tial = 2. 48 X 10-3 
[Cr(II)]initial = 3-71 X 10- 3 
0,.64 










+2 Activity of CrClil2 = 47 ,398 cotmts/min/ml (initial) 
Specific Activity of CrCHI
2
+2 = 19 ,101 x 103 counts/min/mmo1e (initial) 
Total Activity of Cr Products = ll ,909 x 103 counts/min/nmo1e 
Specific Activity Ratio (CrCH2I+
2t.rotal chromium products) = 0. 4ll 
DISCUSSIO 
In the reduction of iodoform to rrethane with chran:1um(II) , two 
air stable organochromium(III) inte:nrediates (pentaaquodiiodorrethyl-
chromium(TII) and pentaaquom:moiodorrethylchromium(III) ions) can 
be isolated and a third organochromium(m) species (pentaaquomethyl-
chromium(TII)) may be characterized . The following rrechanism is 
suggested as a series of reactions that are consistent with product 
and stoichiometric analysis , as well as their rate laws , activation 
paran:eters , and isotopic labeling data: 
+2 Cr + CHI
3 






Cr+2 + CrCHI +2 ~ CrCHI ·+2 + Cri+2 
2 
Cr+2 + CrCHI ·+2 ~ ..- [CrCHICrJ+4 
[CrCHiert4 + H+ --+ C:rCH
2
I +2 + Cr+3 
Cr +2 + CrCH
2















+2 + H+ CH4 + Cr+
3 
The fonnation of the air stable en aaquoroo oiodochromium( III) 
ion y the reduction of iodomethane with chromium(II) may proce 
b a rechanism \·lhich involves the abstraction of an iodine a om by 
chromium(II) to give a m::moiodClJ'rethyl radical. 'Ihis radical is then 
caputred by another Cr(II) ion o give the pentaaquOl1'l>noiodO!rethyl-
chromium(III ) conplex . This rrechanism is analogus to the rronohal.o-
radical formation and subsequent Cr(II) capture proposed for tna1'\Y 
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organic halides ( 22 , 23) 
+2 +2 Cr + CH2I2~ Cri + · CH2I (1) 
Cr+2 + ·CHi~ CrCHi+2 (2) 
+2* 
~ further reaction of Cr( II) w1 th CrCH2I produces met ane as a 
flllal organic product. The observation that Cri+2** ls a product 
+2 and the reaction is f'irst order in CrCH2I and in Cr(II) suggests 
that the initial step in the reduction of CrCH
2
I+2 is analogous to 
equation (1). The stoichiometric data tends to support this contention . 
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+2 +2 The mmole ratio fo Cri to reacted CrCH
2
I is less than o e , (Table IV, 
+2 +3*** 
page 30) however, since the half-time for aquation of Cri to Cr 
at 2SOC (t112 = 98 minutes) (30 ), is quite apprec able when ca ared 
to the average react · on ti.rre in the experim:mt , t s belie ed hat 
+2 +2 one Cri is formed for e ery CrCH
2
I which is reduced . 
In those experj e nts in ~·h ch the initial Cr(II) concentratior 
+2 
was h1.gt1 and the reaction time \·las short , he arroun~. of Cri fonred 
nnre nearly equaled the arrount of CrC! 
2
r+2 that h d een R~ ced . 
(Table IV, page 30) . 
The abstraction of an i odi e ato b Cr(Il) r:o likel occurs 
by rreans of a bridged transition s ate ( 21 ) : 
+2 +? J+4 ~ c r -+ ? + c~. 
2
·+2 (3) Cr + CrCH
2
I >- [ C H
2
ICr - l. v;l 
· ith e ere · +2 react, ng ery rap dly \·l h ru.other Cr(II) ion . 
2 
'.f' e ·alue of 7 . 7 ± 0 . 4 Kcal for 6 u* is co ~te t · th a rate deter~ 
m1n1ng step 1nvol v1ng the breaking of the weak C-I bom ( 10 ) . In 
addition the relati vel.y higp negative AS::f: value of -39 ± e . u. is 
consistent with a h1sP1Y charged transition state fo~d by an aggre-
l?'jition of' two ions ( 10 . 
Cooparison of the data on the production of methane, the final 
organic product, with that for the disappearance of Cr(II) indicates 
that a long-lived organochromium 1nte~diate is involved in the 
+2 reaction sequence since the rate of disappearance of crat2-I and 
the rate of appearance of nethane are not equal. The rate laws for 
these reactions are: 
1/2 d[Cr~;r)] = kA[Cr( II)][CrCH
2
I +2J 
d[CH4] I + 
dt = k1[Intermediate][H ] 
At 25°C the second-order rate constant, kA detennined by following the 
dissappearance of Cr(II) is 2. 9 : 0.2 x l0- 2M-1sec-l, and the rate is 
indeper.dent of [H+] . '!be rate constant for the production of nethane , 
k~ , was determined by assurni.ng that nethane was produced from (H20) 5 
CrCH
2
I +2 by a consecutive sequence of reactions , 
I 







I + 2Cr =---~••Intermediate + H ~ CH4 
and was calculated eit~r by treating he system as consecut v-firs -
+ 
order reactions (large excess of Cr(ll) and large excess of H ) or 
as a consecutive second order-first order react ons , (with Cr(JI) 
I 
not in excess) . 'Ihe value f or kr under these different conditions 
as 5 . 3 ± 0 . 3 x 10- 3r - lsec -l. Since these rate laws and rate constan~s 
+2 ( !'or crCH
2
I disappearance and rre.,hane fonmt on are different or are 
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not conparable), the reaction most probably proceeds by a long-lived 
intermediate. 
'!he spectrophotometric data (Table XXI ) for the disappearance 
+2 of C~I by the reaction with Cr(II) also suggests the presence 
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of a long-lived intermediate. The increase in absorbance at an isosbestic 
point during the initial period of the reaction foll<:Med by a slow 
decrease is characteristic of the fonnation and decorr;:>osition of 
a long-lived reaction inte:rn:ediate ( 11) . 
An atten:pt was made to isolate the organochromitmt inte:rn:ediate 
on an ion exchange colunn maintained at low terrperatures , under an 
+ inert atmosphere, and lCM' [H ] as the eluting agent . An unidentifiable 
yellow colored band was observed initially on the colurm ; however , it 
deCOJit>Osed to Cr+3 and a gaseous product before it could be eluted. 




, which Schmidt, Sw nehart , 
and Taube report dissoc ates in aqueous acidic solutions to form rrethane 
and Cr+3 ( 29 . 'lhese authors report that the rate of aquation of 
+2 . +2 + cra1
3 
is first order 111 [CrCH
3 
] and in [H ] with a eudo-first 
order rate constant at 25° C of 5 . 2 :t 0 . 2 x 10-%1-1sec - l . There is 
good agreenent between this reported value an the rate constant \'lhich 
was determined in this study by folloidng CH4 production. In add1 i on 
the form of the rate laws are identical . 
Additional ob ervations have been made \-lhich further support 
the choice of.CrCH
3
+2 as the internediate . Castro and Kra.y (13) 




Br 2 are reduced to rrethane by excess 
Cr(II) , and furthenrore the rate of production of rrethane was the 
sanE .for each. '!hey interpreted this as evidence of a cCliii1'0!1 intel'-
n:ediate which they believed to be CrCH
3 
+2. Dodd and Johnson ( l fl 
+2 also suggested CrCH
3 
as an intenrediate in their investigation of 
SCIIE reactioos of pentaaquahalorrethylchranitnn(III) ions . 
A plausible mechanism which can accoroodate the formation of C~ +2 
am is consistent wit.h the data is the following: 
Cr +2 + CrOi I +2 _ k....;.4...., • .,.. Cri +2 + CrCH · +2 
2 ' 2 
Cr+2 + ~ .+2 ks [CrCH2crt4 
[CrCH_Cr]+4 k6 CrCH +2 + Cr+3 
-- --2 k 3 





Steps 4 and 7 would be considered slow when conpared to steps 5 and 
6 arxi would have the foll~r.ing rate 1&-IS associated w1 h them: 
1/2 -d[Cr(II)] = k [Cr(II)][CrCH I+2J 





Under conditions where [Cr(II)] ~> [CrCH2I +
2J his seq ence 
of reactions can be treated as a series of consecutive first rder 
I 
reactions . 'lbe rate constant for the production of rrethane (ki = ~) 
;as calculated from data taken un er these condi ions . 
Also , a n er of exper:l.lre ts were do e in v1h1ch [Cr(II)] as 
+2 ot a great deal larger than [CrCH2I ] . If steps 5 and 6 are fast 
~ to 4 and 7, the sequence under these conditions becOI'l'Es 
one of consecutive second-order first-order, (actually pseudo f rst-
+ +2 order since [H ] >> [CH
2
I ]) . The s stem of differential equations 





+ 'llie integrated rate law f'.rom the e equa ions gave values of k 7[H ] , 
+ + 
(~/[H ] = ki/[H ]) which agreed very well \>lith the alues calculated 
under conditi!>ns of excess Cr(II) . 
In this sequence of reactions a bridged dinuclear complex, 
+l.J 
[~Cr] is propo ed. o species of charge l!+ \>ere detcc cd when 
the reaction solution was placed on an ion-exchange colwm maintained 
at la-r tenperature (0°C) and under an inert atoosphere . 'l'herefore , 
if a dichromiumalkyl species is ol"'Ired i must rap dly diszoc ate . 
Tne agreeJTEnt bet\'Jeen values of the rate constant for he production 
of nEtha.ne determined under various e ~n al co dit oos also 
supports t e view that here is only one Jo -1 ed in en1l.! <:t ve . 
If 100re than one lo - ved ntern iate v:e the ra c cons .an 
determined under these vario cxpcri.rren al condi on 10uld not. e 
equal . 
Pentaaquodi odC>IiELhylchromiwn(III) ion is reduced : 1 due ·ion 
of odof'onn with ch.rorrr·um(II) in a lar ay that 
.:.odoc.'l)_ um(III) ion is formed b. t, e reductlon of dliodanetl ane 
t· th chromium( II) : 
Cr+2 + cHI
3 
+2 Cr + ·CHI2 
+2 







Cr(II) abstracts an iodine atom to g1 ve a radical which is captured 




produces CrCH2I and trace am:>unts of fonnaldehyde . '.Ihe observa ion 
10~ 
that Cri+2 1s a product and that the reaction is first-order 1n CrCHI2+
2 
and in Cr(II) suggests that the initial step 1n the reduct on of CrCHI 2 +
2 








and Cr(II)) . This first step would involve the 
abstraction of an iodine atom by Cr(II) by rreans of a br dged transi t 
state: 
I 







+2 Tne radical , CrCHI · would then act very rapid w h anothe r Cr( II) . 
The A If+' value of 6. 5 ~ 0 . 5 Kca l/rrol e s cons t n wl h a r ate-de er-
mining step in olving the reaking of a weak C-I o d . The nega.t v 
value o.f A s* of - 32 :!: 1 e . u . s also cons is er t. ·I h a £;11 ly char 
vr ansition tate forned an aggre"';;. o. of t ... o oo ( 1 ) . 
+2 
'.Ihe product of this act on , CrCHi , can e reduce :fUr!'. er 
y Cr(II) to CH4, err+
2, and Cr+3 as descr b d arl ' cr . era eo 
+? 
t . e disappearance of Cr( II ) t he reactiOl \•1 th c r I I? s approx-
..:...,avely 100 i..J:Es faste th~ tl e di appearanc of Cr' II) il l e 
+2 ~ eac i "· t h C.rCl 
2
I . I t \'las also oo~erve ' ! at t " rate of .1 1 
+2 tlo:1 of CrCHI
2 
from odof onn as co iderabl faster t · 
of crCH
2
I+2 from diiodolllethane . The e observa., o are co .. istent 'I th 
"' .e per eral iodine abs t ct lo :; 1n e free 1' cal chemist ry of 
alkyl halides; i.e., the reactivity is enhanced by the n 
halogen sli>stituents ( 16) . 
er of 
'!he possibility of a long- lived int e:nrediate being f o 1n 
+2 +2 
reduction of CrCHI2 to CrCH2I was examined by corrparing he 
+2 
in the c:rarr2 concentration at t irre t in t he action ( cal.cul 
fran the integrated second-order r ate lro-i) to the experimen ally I'-
mined concentration of the CrCH
2
I+2 product . The further rcact.;1o of 
+2 erat
2
I with Cr(ll) during the t i.rre of the e r n ( 4 1rinut.. ) 
lias ass\JI'led to be negligible due t o the large di ari y c 
rate constants (5.08M-1sec-l to O. Ol90M- 1sec- l at l:>°C) . The c ~ 
+2 
in the concentration of CrCHI
2 
was found to equ t..he conccnt..ra o 
of ~1+2 fo:rm=d within experimental error . Since the ra e of 
disappearance of [crCHI
2 
+2] is equal o the rate of ap araJ c of 
[CrCHi+2] a long- lived intenrediate can be r uled out . 
One rrechanism which is consisten with the data is he 
· i h steps 20 considered d t 
S ·~ • 2 ?J}i ??. . lo ·1 when coJI"p3I'C 0 · •• 
+ I 





The propos ed bridg) d dinuclear complex , 
ca~tro a..'1d K!' · < 1 
be a transition state or a 
suggested that equat ion 20 and 21 e corrb ne 
\<J ·hout o. 
a route to fw ... : ~r 
of th~ bridged dinuclear s ccies , a 
lex ·s 
Ho•·'ever, the dich :n.iwn c hal~thyl chromium species . ·• 
h'.rdroxo , amino, an thlocyd: . . o 
analogous to \'/ell cstabli ·hed aquo > ...., 
bridged dichromi.um species (7 , 8 ' 9) · 
Radioactive tracer studies using labeled Cr(II) were undertaken 
1n hopeS of obtaining evidence about the existence of carbon bridged 
d1.cbr0m1um inte!'Il'ediate . 
In exper:l.rents 1n which labeled Cr(II) were reacted with unlabeled 
+2 +2 ercm:
2 
, CrGI2I was found to be labeled (Table XXXI, p 95 ) . In 





by Cr(II) (equations 20 through 22 ) the bridged dinuclear species , 
+4 . 
[CIOOCr] , would provide a possible explanat1on fo?=' this observa ion . 
* If a partly labeled intermediate , Cr · - C-Cr, were formed by the reduc-
+2 +2 tim of CrCHI
2 
to CrCHI • and the subsequent f'ree r adical capture 
by a labeled cr* (II), then the r andom heterolytic scission of the 
+2 
cbronium-carbon bridge bond would result in half of the CrCH2I 
product containing a label. 
In experim:mts 1n wh ch labeled CrCHI +2 were reacted with un-
2 
labeled Cr(II), Cri+2 was found to be labeled as well as the unreac ed 
Cr(IT) u (recovered as the oxygen product , octaaquodi-.f -hydroxo-
dichromium(III)). In order to explain these observations in relation 
to the proposed nechanism, a rapid equilibrilrrn between th carbon 
dichromium bridged species and Cr( II) - CrC'riT • +2 is suge;ested · is 
IOOdification \'lOuld involve a horoolytic brenlcage of a carbon-chrO ' . u; 
bond. Such homolytic sc C" ons of Cr-C bonds are well e tabli hed 
in the chemical literature (111, 22 , 28 ) . 
• aJ excl1aJ1§ 
uAno~~er vmy of obtait jng 1 el d Cr (II) v1o~d be ~~rougn b en di -
react10n with labeled c1•' 3 (1). llowcver, this reactJon ~~1 . f of the 
counted in th:Ls expe1~irrk' t du t o the relati ~..=. ?-Y 1 ~If!; 1 f th~ e ex-
rea:tioo (t112 = 1.5 days at 25oC) . The reactlon t~ o 
perJ..nents \·:as 3 to 4 ut;e . 
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Further evidence for a rapid equilibritun between the dinuclear 
interDEdiate and the Cr(II) - CrCHI ·+2 reactants are the ratios of 
+2 
spec11'1c activity of CrCH2I o the total specific activity of all 
the products . I t was necessary to group together the specific ac-
+3 +2 
tivities of Cr and Cri due to the relatively rap d thermal aquat on 
of Cri+2 to er+3 (30) . In the reaction of both labeled CrCHI2 +
2 an 
Cr(II) it would be expected that he label would be equally distri 
in the products according to the following equa ion : 
One-third of the specific activ ty of the products was found in the 
+2 +2 
~I CQ~Il)lex in the e.xper:iJrent . However , if only the CrCHI2 
species ~as labeled and was allo.·red to react 1i h unlabeled Cr(II) , 
+2 
it was observed that the specif c activity ratio of CrCH2I formed 
to total products r~d from 0.376 to 0. 411 , depending upon the 
relative am::nmt of Cr( II) a.dd~d and the all a.- ed act..io tirre . The 
expected specific activity ratio for ... s rea io s 0 . 50 . 
If it is ass~d that ere are no equil riu:n ac ions 
+2 
rrechanis of the forma ion of Cn:J 12I , then the radioact ve lab J 
would o di~tributed as follov. 
er*cHI + cr+2 --~ er*an · +2 + Cri+2 
2 
cr*CHI+2 + Cr+2 ~ [cr*CHlCr)+J 
[Cr*CHICrJ+4 + H+~ er*cH
2
I+? + Cr:+3 




species , the SJ:ec fie activi :1 o t.l c p .>d· ct.~ <.:1'+3 :u 1 c1 i r+2 
2 
·oul be equal , th each hav ng ~0~~ or the to .1.1 ~: ··c · c r.~ct; 11 1 . 
Ho.· ever, irrpo an equilibr um bet.\· t:n [ r*c1 1 r ·t'' c rq> lc: an 1 
+2 . +2 
Cr - Cr Cia · would result in tr. ~fer of !~one o c 
activity to Cr(II) , thus Jo'.'terint'; ·he :.;, cc . a· vlt;y r·tt o:; . 
In the react on between 1 lc C ·(II) ru. l tl! hl>cl · C II .. ?. 
2 
+ corrplex the s ec f c activ ty r atios fo C1CH?I ro '=ret o 'Lt. o ~ 1 
products ranged .f'rom 0 . 281 o 0 . 3L8 dt:. en ng t pon til < l 1 o·.·,t. ! 
tillE and relat ve aroount of C (II) a _d . If a l':.lp d •. !Ull i.H tun 
(equation 23) was not p ent in he reaction sequ .nc , i ,. ... l; lf 
+2 activity of Cri would be one-hal o t e toto. s '!C f c cti1 'J o 
the products and the speci 
+2 
activity of C H2I 
Cr+3 ;·:o 1 b 
one- fourth of the total pro<.!uct spec fie activ ty (assuml of cour~ , 
+2 +3 trtat CrCH2I and Cr are fo.l'fred from tl e iodome l yl hromi :71 b · 
inte~ate) . The no cquilibr urn trib t c o r a o~ 
for the reaction is as follows : 
CrCHI
2
+2 + Cr~H2 > CrCHI ·+?. + cr·r+2 
CrCHI ·+2 + Cr*+2 ~ [CrailCr*J+4 
[CrCHICr*J+4 + H+ ~ crCH
2
I+2 + Cr+J 
* + ever , inposing an equilibrium be .;een [CrClUCr ] spec es an 
ers+2 - CrCHI · +2 would result in transfer of part of the label to 
ere-tiT · +2 radical , thus resulting in the formation of labe 1 
el 
er*CHicr*J+4• The het erolytic scission of C;rY; bond of this i <>-
zrethyld1chrom1um species ·tould result in an increase 1n the spec f'lc 
* Cr-51 
act1 vity ratios above 0 . 25 . 
It was also observed that labeled Cri+2 and labeled Cr(II) 
(t..n'II'eacted) were fo~d from the reaction of labeled CrCH
2
I +2 with 
unlabeled Cr(II) . This was again inte!l)reted as evidence for a 
rapid equilibritun between a dinuclcar bridge s ecies and Cr(II) -
organochrom1um radical (CrCH
2
·+2 + Cr+2 .. ,_ [CrCH2Cr]+~) . (23) 
'nle formation of trace amounts of formaldehyde ch were ob-
+2 served 1n the reduction of CrCHI2 by Cr(II) may e explaln d by 
the haooJ.ytic cleavage of the iodorre bylchrornium( II) radical > CrCHI · -1
2 
to fonn haloca.rbere . Yang and Marole; ski (32) have reported e dence 
for the f'onnation of iodomethyle c spec es . 'Ihe ene scav ngers , 
3-buten-1-ol and 2>5-d1hydrofuran(2 , 13) >used in this stu 1d not 
gl.ve detectable rrethylene addition products . The relat vc:ly high 
concentration of water to car ene scavengers in the react on solut on 
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and the trace aroount of carben s ecie may ave re ultcd n a hydrolysis 
p!"'duct . It has been re rted tha formaldchJ·de i C! a hydr'Ol~ s ro-
d ct of halocaroenes (13) . 
In Sl..lTitlm'Y , in the 1 duction of iodoform to h(lfle · · h chro . (II), 
:o organochromium(III) tenredia es 'llere isolate an i nr· ific' 
a: a third organochro. urn( III) e-pee e ,. a cha nc cr z . '1 e fol-
lru-ing meC! anism s sugg ···ted as a series of reactions t . · t are con-
is ent :ith roduct and oichi r:L:tr c a! .alvs as ··ell as heir 
ra e lm and acti vatior. arame e1 : 
er+2 + Clil > Cri+2 + ·Cl 
3 2 
Cr+2 + ·Cl!I2 ~ C OII2 +2 
Cr+2 + Cr0II?+2~ CrC'rli ·+? + Cri +2 
0 
Cr+2 + C .. AIT ·+2 =-r::::~~~[ rCU.Cr]~4 
+4 + ~2 r3 [CrCIITCr j + H ---:3~  Cr r
2
I + Cr 
+2 +2 +2 1-' 
Cr + <..:rCH ~ <..:ri + 'r<;II · 2 2 
Cr+2 + CrCH
2





r]+ll -t H+ ---+ CrCH
3 
'2 + cr" 3 
CrCH
3
+2 + H+ ., CH + Cr+3 
lt 
The n~chanism propo ed for tl ~ 1 - ucLion of cdofo:1n o . lt n1. ~ 
is bel eved t o be a licab1e to o .her yh lo- c ( ·s . Cru;tro h t:> 
reported alkanes as r ucti n ro u ts for v ous olyhalo-compot , .. ., , 
e .g ., 2 , 2-dich1orop pane , 1 , 1-dibrom::)(~til , and 1 , 1 , 1- tr chloro Lhan 
In addition , toluene ras reporte as a reduct on product of b m:yl 
chloride (6 ) , benzotrichJoricle and benzal chloride ( L3) • The general 
form of the proposed mechanism, t hat is , t e fo t on of haloorgano-
chromium(m) inte . _diat e fol owe b their subsequ nt rcduct.ion by 
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Consecutive Second-Ordei'-First-Order Reacticns 
In general, chemical reactions \'lh.ich occur via rechanisms in-
'«llving a sequence of mixed first and second-order reacticns are 
<Escribed by non-linear differential equations ror which there are 
00 1anm exact solutions in the literature ( 11) • A useful solutioo 
to the sequence of second-order followed by first-order has been 
oota.1red1 for the reaction 
2B+A~ C 
C~D 
the folladng rechanism is proposed 
B '+ A~ X 
X + B ___,. C 
C ~ D 
'lhe differential equations which describe this system are 
(1) d~~J = -k1 [A][B] = 1/2 : 
( 2) 
d[C] _ d[A] _ d[D] 
<ft- -crt dt 
(3) : = k2C 
'lhe solution of these rate equations is based upon the requ1renent 
hi rretric excess of the that one of the initial reactants be in stoic 0 
or A0 '> 2Bo) · 
If B is p eked to be in excess 
ll5 
[B] = [[BJo- 2 (Ao-A)] 
a = l/2[B)o - [ ) 
or [B] = 2((A) +a ) where 
. . after the reaction has gpne 
represents the arrount of B remaln:I.ng f [A) 
] t ti.rfe t in tenus o 
to CQq)letion . It is throu@1 expressing [B a 
ed) (3} t be submitt . 
'R. Anderson, R. llohr , and L.O. Spreer (Paper 0 
at tire t plus the stoichiometric excess of B (since a > o then 
2Ao 
- ~ 1,( 8)) that the final solution to the differential equations 
Bo 
ll6 
(1)(2)(3) have convenient form and can be approximated by an integrated 
Ta_ylor series. 
Derivation of Integrated Second-Order First-Order Rate Equation 
k 
Given A + 2B 1 > c 
Then 
C ~ ~ D 
d~~J = - k1 [A][B] = 1/2 : 
d[C] ·= _ dA _ d[D] 
dt dt dt 
[dD] = k [C) 
dt 2 
dA_ dB d B 
dt - 112 dt or dt· (A - 2) = 0 
d 







- 2 ) = o 
-1 
Note : D X D = 1 
t herefore 
A(t) = B(A) + a 
2 
. Bo -1 
A -- = D (0) =a 
0 2 
Substituting for· B in equation ( 1) 
dA 
dt = - k1 2A(t)(A- a ) 
Sw stit!Jting for A in equation (1) 
dB 
dt = - k1 (B(t) + a) B 
Integrating by Partial Fractions 
and 
B(t) = 2 a 
Carbining Equations (1) ,( 2) and (3) 
d2n dn-
dt2" + k2 dt - klk2 AB 
Integrating both sides 
or 
Using operator calculus 
left side of equation can be treated as follCMs : 
- k2t __£___ o~ht) d 
e dt = dt D + ~ 
Therefore ( d1 vide througj'l e -k2t) 
_£._ (Dek2t) = o ek2t -ek2tk 
~ 2u ---=-=--1 - Be - 2kl nt 
Integrate both sides 
~0 ,: (~k2t)d ~1 6 ek2t -ek2t k2 a 
l -8 e- 2kl at 
I 
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0 (e~ - 1) - k2 a k2 
Rearrange and divide througtl by e~t 





i. e ., a = A
0 
- B012 7 0 
a = B0 / 2 A0 ~ 1 
However, for the system that was studied,2B0"> A0 , therefore, 
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"' Bo a= - a= --A 2 0 
ote: By ~v; .... ,.,. .... 
it is pos~-ib ........ 1
10 t"his Sti>stitution 
add.i . e o SliD )..y 
he tlon factor or e=-2kl &£ in 
"' = a 
1 - = 2A 
B (o)/ B(o) 
Substituting into equation ( 4) 
. deOO!JJinator of he in al 
111 he soluti . egr 
or mre sat . 
0~ · 'ibis allows 
~ is . lS actory mmerical 









-k t 6 -k t 
- pe 2 + J<2 -~· e 2 p 
0 
( page 17) 
e(~-2k1 .~ ) t 
1 ~ e-2k1 ~ t 
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Consecutive Second-Order Reactions* 
'lhe chem1.cal reaction 
llhich the :following mechanism i s proposed 
A+B~ X 
X+ B ---+- C 
C + B --+- X' 
X'+ B D 
descr1bed by the following different ial equations for which t here 
are no known exact solutions ( 11) 
dA -- =- k1AB 
dt 
1/2 
dB dt = - k1AB - k~ 
~~ = k1AB - k~ 
In these rate equations B appears as a cOJTIOO term. By di ding 
~'"'.--usJl by this cormx>n factor and making a change in var able , 
dz = Bdt, the system reduces to one of first order equat ons (11 ) . 
dA dZ = - klA (1) 
1/ 2 
dB --az = - kl A- k2C (2) 
dC = k1A - k2C (3) --az 
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variable z may be calculated graphically f the cia a for the ra e 
o£ disappearance of B s kn~-m . The integr-ated form of z, s: B(t)dt ' , 
:1-S :1n !'act t he area under he curve of [B] as a f\mction of tiil'e . 
• R - AnderSon, R. ohr , m ' L.O. Spreer (Paper o be submitted) . (4) 
'} 
c. 
ang'l in l .c h~ l:ilior torv 
of tine , dt, o a scale, ·J , . n :·ii cl cacl .11t,crv, 1 ·· :;l.01·tcr 
U integrat n of hesc _w ra c 11 t; O'l:; , (1)(?)( 3) , h 
sol uti we 
13 = C + 2A + l3<f'c. - ?A0 
C=c-k2k1Q [ .<<?-l) -1] 
k2 - 1<1 
'lhe rate constants in th e o1ut ons do not. appear a: rat os 
but ra her as separat coe f cicn 'I c~e rat co ants c 
are be re easily detennined for individual a t o s stc 
+-K2 - k - 1 
Coz. uter Program, L '3I (L r. >;u• Le·l!; .' 1u. ··) .. 
Given the equat, on , y = a..x + b , \·1 .. oe b = 0 





To min1mize f ' (a) = 0 
n 
f ' (a) = :£. 








f ' (a) = ~ 
i = 1 
n 
2y i (- xi) + ::;;;_ 2axi 2 
i = 1 
n 
Standard Deviation = 
~ (y - ax )2 
i = 1 n n 





(y F. x3) 
2 
(y -ax ) 
n n 
'D1e following CCIJl)uter progr-am \'las written based on the above 
deri vat"ions : 
2;> 
OBSERVATIO S ARE THERE?" 
0 ''GIVE THE DATA IN PAIRS ; .INIEP'=Tr'l:r.~.wn VARIABLE'' 
80 PRD ''FIRST , THEN THE CO 
90 RI=l'IDN 
PONDD G fr VARIABLE'' 
100 1NPl1l' X(I) , Y(I) 
llO I 
ll5 PRINl' TABUP(2) "ECJ{) CHECK OF DATA" 
130 PRINl' "X Y'' 
1.0 I=1'IDN 
1 5 V(I) = 60 . *X(I) 
150 PRINl' X(I); Y(I) 
160 I 
170 FUR J = 1 TO N 
8o A = A + (X(J)*Y(J)) 
90 B = B + (X(J)**2) 
200 J 
2~0 c =AlB 
220 RK=1'IO 
230 D = D + ( ( Y(K) - C*X(K) )**2) 
2 0 
250 E = ( (D/( -1) )*·: . 5) 
260 PRINr TABUP( 3) "SLOPE EQU II c 
26~ PRIN1' "Sl'ANDARD OCVIP.TIO: E AI ' E 
2 62 .PRINr "Y DWlJI' Y CALC" 
2 5 ro I= 1 ro 
z66 z(I) = c•x(I) 
2 69 PRD Y(I) ; X(I) 
275 JEXT I 
277 PR1Nl' "00 YOU IISH 'TO Et.rl'ER r.'D 
. VARIABLES? II 
123 
280 PRINl' "FNrER -1 IF YOU 00" 
290 INPOr F 
295 IF F = -1 'l'HF.N 10 
300 END 
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Co11pute1' Progrmn, RE ~r 
REGI (Linear 1e t quare roe;r·)m) \-Tritte!'l by Dr . n . Do ge > 
as used to provide y- intercept valle 'or v ious linear equat. ons . 
10 DD1 X(20,2) ,Y( 20, 2), A( 2 , 20) > i ( 20> 2 ) , ~(2 > 20 ) 
11 DIM C(2,2), 0( 2 , 2), E(2 , 2) , 8(2 >2) 
12 DIM F(2,2), T( 2 , 2), U(2 , 2) 
20 PR1Nl' I ~I -1ANY OBSERV AT IO s . ~''HF HE? II 
}) INPtJl' N 
40 FOR K = 1 'ID N 
42 LET S(K,1) = 1.0 
44 NEXr K 
50 PRim' "GIVE THE DATA PAIRS" 
51 PRINr II INDEPENDENr VARIABlE F II 
52 PROO ''THEN THE CORRF.SPO . IJG D PEHDEi '1' VARIABLE" 
70 FOR I = 1 'ID N 
8o PR1NI' ''TYPE DATA SEr" ·I , 
90 :rnFVr X(I,2), Y(I , 2) 
100 NEXT I 
llO PRlNr "ECHO CHECK OF DATA" 
lll PRIN!' "X Y" 
ll5 R>R I = 1 'ID N 
ll7 PRllll' X(I,2) ; Y(I,2) 
120 NEll' I 
130 MAT A = TRN(X) 
140 MAT C = A*X 
150 MAT D = INV(C) 
16o MAT E = A*Y 
170 MAT B = D*E 
18o MAT H = X*B 
190 MAT F = TRN{B) 
200 MAT G a TRN(Y) 
210 IEr z = 0.0 
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I · ·o FOR J - 1 ·ro 1 
I -.~ ) z = z + 'l(J , 2) 
! :;e J 
:_:_..) Y2 = Z*Z/N 
-r;,, ·>'1' T = F ;f E 
.:·, 1 ~ Jt'l' iJ = G * Y 
1 (' 
' ' 
·t2 == (T(?,")- ''); (U(;> 
t..,l = .J. (D(l , l) *~") 
)2 = :...QR(D(2 , 2) ~ 2 ) 
3'. ) i ."' lT " . f.DPE - " 8 ( 2 , ;? ) ; " I·.SD Or' SJD~E = 1 ;~ 
::.l"t- • ill .., "Y-INJ.'E CEf t' = "13(1 , 2) ; ' F o o. Y- rh = 1101 
'•02 PRTirr "Y D Y CALC" 
!,\)·i r.)R I = 1 '1'0 N 
:.cc P. " Y(I , 2) ; H(I , 2) 
:, 0 ilEXT I 
il2Q " S SQUARED = II; 2 ; "R "'UARED = II ;R2 
